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Forty-nine of the fifty states and the District
of Columbia have compulsory school attendance laws. These
laws state that children must be enrolled in school for a
minimum number of years, usually from ages 7-16. While
these laws exist "on the books," there are literally
millions of children every day who never enter school.
Recognizing the seriousness of absenteeism in
schools, particularly in urban settings, this dissertation
attempted to document and evaluate the development and
implementation of two pilot projects designed to coor-
dinate the efforts of the Baltimore Public Schools with
the talents and resources of business, industry and govern-
ment to combat absenteeism in the schools. The projects
were conducted at two school sites --one a junior high
school and the other, a senior high school. The two
xi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Need for the Study
Forty-nine of the fifty states and the District
of Columbia have compulsory school attendance laws. These
laws state that children must be enrolled in school for a
minimum number of years, usually from ages 7-16. 1
While these laws exist "on the books," there
are literally millions of children every day who never
enter school. These children are from two main sources:
(1) children who are not enrolled and (2) children who
are enrolled but are absent from school.
According to figures compiled by the Children's
Defense Fund of the Washington Research Project, Inc
.
,
from the 1970 census data there are 1,899,238 children
between the ages of 7-17 or 4 . 27° of the total student
age population that are not even enrolled in school at all. 2
Census data helped to draw a picture of the
children most likely to be out of school
-
Children are out of school all over America
and come . from every racial and income group.
But low income children and those from unem-
ployed households are disproportionately non-
enrolled. Children from families with less
education are out of school more than child-
ren whose families have more education.
Minority children are o\it of school more than
white children. And rural children are non-
enrolled more than urban children. 3
2In addition to children who are not enrolled in
school, there are millions of enrolled children who are
absent from school each day. For example, in the author's
home city of Baltimore, Maryland, the average absentee
rate xs about 30% everyday.
’ In a survey of 6,500 families from 30 areas in
nine states, the staff of the Children's Defense Fund
found that 41% of the parents from these families felt
that the compulsory attendance lav/s were being enforced;
42% thought they were not enforced; 17% did not know. 4
As a result of these and other findings, the re-
search staff recommended that there be a substantial re-
assessment of attendance problems and of appropriate methods
of working with families and children throughout the school
systems in our country.
Several areas of the attendance problem appeared
to need attention. This conclusion was based on an
examination of the Children's Defense Fund and the author's
35 years of experience as a teacher and administrator in
the Baltimore City Public School System.
Foremost xn the need for attention is an exploration
of how we can make school the kind of place where children
will want to be. This means recognizing the diversity of
children and their learning styles, and providing varied
kinds of programs and personnel to work with them.
Second, truancy should be decriminalized. It should
be treated as a school problem for which a variety of school
3and other social services may be required--not as a law
enforcement problem. Incarceration of children and fines
or imprisonment for parents is too harsh a punishment for
the offense. It does not serve the child's best interests
and makes no educational sense. States should amend their
compulsory attendance laws to require investigation of
truants by school or social workers and the remediation
of the causes of truancy through supportive services.
Third, suspension or expulsion for truancy is
self-defeating. If schools are truly concerned with re-
taining their population, they must work with the children
and their parents to overcome the obstacles which keep
children out of school.
Fourth, schools cannot effectively deal with the
problems of truancy until they have agreed on its defini-
tion, found its incidence, investigated its causes, and
devised sensible and understandable reporting mechanisms
and policies to deal fairly with all children. This means
knowing the law and helping students and parents to know
their responsibilities under it. It means collecting,
organizing, and reporting truancy information. Extra
clerical assistance may be required to help already over-
worked school personnel and attendance officers. It also
means reaching out to families and communities to get at
the root of truancy, rather than punishing its manifesta-
tion
.
4Background of the Problem
Far beyond the scope of this project is the think-
ing that prompted the author to choose this field of
study. At the age of eighteen and a half years the author
became an elementary teacher charged with the responsi-
bility for planning and developing programs to work with
children of ages 10-15. The class was labeled fourth, or
fifth, or sixth grade but the size of the class and the
age of the enrollees depended upon the organization of
the children in the school. This was in the early 1940s
and attendance was not the problem. Children came to
school. Teaching children to learn how to read and spell
and count and write and reason and think and imagine and
create was the problem.
Teaching children how to learn is still the problem
of education. But an added problem in today's urban center
is "getting and holding" the child so he can be challenged
to learn. Why- -why, the author is asking, now in the days
of the seventies when so much so-called social progress
has been made- -should we have attendance as our first
concern?
The author began this program of study in 1974 in
order to develop additional skills in organizational tech-
niques for managing large school districts or managing
agencies or managing offices in business and industry.
Programs were engaged in with a variety of professors who
directed the study and development of projects dealing with
5the organization and the understanding of one's self and
how to discipline one's self in order to make the most of
relationships with others. Other components involved the
development of skills in establishing simple means of
measuring progress and assessing needs. Centers of learn-
ing were- visited and discussions were engaged in by the
author as a participant in the leadership as well as in
the learning role. The author learned the steps to be
taken to enable volunteers to be free in their choice of
activities, and how to achieve contracts for the programs
in which they are engaged.
Some of these experiences were with small school
districts, others were with large school districts . They
were not outside the context of the author's background,
however. The author had been a classroom teacher, a demon-
stration teacher, a god-parent, an aunt, a student--'from
elementary school pupil to graduate student. There were
years of experience as an assistant principal, and as a
principal, as well as service as a supervisor in a segre-
gated school. Add to this the arena of the superintendency
with its different perspectives of education-- the author
had a wealth of experience from which to measure, and to
evaluate the significance of things that were read, and
the projects and activities that were undertaken, during
the three-year program of study.
5the organization and the understanding of one's self and
how lO discipline one’s self in order to make the most of
relationships with others. Other components involved the
development of skills in establishing simple means of
measuring progress and assessing needs. Centers of learn-
ing were visited and discussions were engaged in by the
author as a participant in the leadership as well as in
the learning role. The author learned the steps to be
taken to enable volunteers to be free in their choice of
activities, and how to achieve contracts for the programs
in which they are engaged.
Some of these experiences were with small school
districts, others were with large school districts. They
were not outside the context of the author's background,
however. The author had been a classroom teacher, a demon-
stration teacher, a god-parent, an aunt, a student- -from
elementary school pupil to graduate student. There were
years of experience as an assistant principal, and as a
principal, as well as service as a supervisor in a segre-
gated school. Add to this the arena of the superintendency-
with its different perspectives of education-- the author
had a wealth of experience from which to measure, and to
evaluate, the significance of things that were read, and
the projects and activities that were undertaken, during
the three-year program of study.
6Significance of the Author's Training
to this Search and Pilot Study
The author's background contributes to the limita-
tions of the study in that the author attained high records
of attendance in school and was reared in a setting where
it was expected by the family that all children would go
to school and pursue higher levels of education. That
there is a flaw in the fabric of education and today's
society that "turns off" huge numbers of children of equal,
if not greater ability than the author herself possessed,
seemed obvious. The question the author constantly ad-
dressed herself to was, "What is happening, or what is not
happening, in the educational world today that the children
of today should lack the incentive to succeed, the incen-
tive to make high grades, the incentive to have good records
of attendance and to aspire to opportunities that permit
them to make progress in a given field of work?" These
considerations helped to form the bias of the author and at
the same time serve as a significant limitation to the study.
The author has spent the past 35 years in the public
school system in Baltimore, Maryland. Service at the levels
of classroom teacher, supervising teacher, assistant prin-
cipal, principal, supervisor, area director, and assistant
superintendent have given the author a broad view of the
educational process as it has grown, changed, or not
changed over the past three decades.
8Observing these different behavior patterns of
children involved in "community schools" motivated the
author to explore ways of dealing with the absenteeism
problem which might broaden the base of involvement of
various community groups.
Statement of the Problem
While compulsory attendance laws exist, a signi-
ficant percentage of children are not attending school
every day. In particular, this dissertation will focus on
absenteeism in the Baltimore Public School System. What
can be initiated and extended that will attack the problem
of non-attendance in this urban school district to make a
dent in the 30% absenteeism that occurs each day? In
particular, how can the efforts of business, industry and
governmental organizations be set in motion to help attack
the attendance problem in the regular school, in the way
students were motivated in the community schools?
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to document and eval-
uate the development and implementation of two pilot pro-
jects designed to coordinate the efforts of the Baltimore
Public Schools with the talents and resources of business,
industry and government to combat absenteeism in the schools.
The projects were conducted at two school sites--one a
junior high school and the other, a senior high school.
9Significance of the Study
This study is significant in that its purpose was
to design a system for changing the attendance patterns
of youth during their early school years as well as in
their later school years. The process was based on coor-
dinating- the resources- -human and financial- -of business,
industry, and government with education. Few, if any,
such efforts have been launched in an attempt to deal with
the increasing problem of low school attendance.
The study is significant in a second respect. It
emphasized the need for concerted, well-planned, coordina-
tion of the efforts of business, industry, government
and
education to unify those efforts in order to make
urban
centers a safe, productive setting for growth and
living
for all citizens. The change process had to
be realized
by all involved. This magnifies the true
significance of
this study.
Definition of Terms
B . G . P . S . --Baltimore City Public
Schools- -a school
system divided into nine regions. There
are
approximately 170,000 children attending school
X-12 in these regions.
B .U S . T
.
--Business United to Stop Xrouble--an
organi-
^on formed in January, 1975 with its purposes
being to organize small businesses,
hire an execu
tive director, and develop
plans and projects to
diminish crime in the business
community.
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A. I -M. --Attendance Improvement Monitoring--a pilot
project begun in February, 1976, in Baltimore City
Public Schools. Several hundred thousand dollars
were made available through special funds to sup-
port a pilot program in 12 school centers. The
aim was to combat absenteeism and improve attendance.
A. P . T . --Absentee Peer Telethon- -a project designed to
coordinate business, industry, and government with
education. This project was initiated and moni-
tored by the author of this dissertation.
C. B.E. --Computer Based Education- -in Baltimore the
Commercial Credit Company has installed terminals
in a high school and trained students to program
material which serves as an important learning
supplement
.
D
.
E . S . --Division of Educational Services --this is one
of many divisions in the B.C.P.S. headed by an
assistant superintendent. The author of this
report heads this division. This division is
responsible for all aspects related to federal,
state, and local funds used for educational pur-
poses .
Liaison Worker - -a paid employee of govemmenc or
in-
dustry or business or education who is
responsible
for coordinating work between or among
several
offices
.
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M . D . T . A
.
-
-Manpower Development Training Act- -an act
of law which has made available funds for use in
developing programs to challenge youth to work in
the city. A special office works with city govern-
ment to develop these programs. Funds for A.I.M.
came from this source.
Non- at tender - - a student registered or enrolled in
school who does not come to school.
Non- enrol led - -a person of school age (mandatory) who
is not registered or formally enrolled in school.
F . D . 0 . - -Proj ect Development Of£ice--the office in the
D.E.S. responsible for writing and developing
projects and proposals to meet the needs or the
students, staff and community related to B.C.P.S.
P . L . 0 . --Program Liaison Office-- the office in the D.E.S.
responsible for coordinating work with the project
manager, the region and P.D.O. to insure that a
plan or project is being implemented according to
the guidelines of the project.
Region- -a designated geographical section of the city
containing about 20,000 pupils. Regions were
planned by the Superintendent and approved by the
Board of School Commissioners.
Regional Superintendent -- the top management officer in
administration of a region in B.C.P.S. He/she is
a mini- superintendent responsible to the
Superin-
tendent and the Board of School Commissioners
of
B.C.P.S.
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Unidentified -
-a person not known by records kept in
school or government- -records available for some
but not associated with a known industry.
Unknown - -a person for whom there are no records of
existence available- -no birth certificate, pass-
port, social security number or the like.
Untreated- -a person needing special help or counseling
but to whom the same is not given.
Methodology
Background
The two pilot projects were made possible through
the cooperation of an association in Baltimore known as
B.U.S.T. (Business United to Stop Trouble). The associa-
tion was organized in 1975 to band together small business
owners in an effort to do something about all the petty
thievery that is occurring in their businesses all the
time
.
In particular, each business contributes a certain
amount of money to the association to (1) offer rewards
for anyone who gives information leading to the arrest and
conviction of persons stealing or vandalizing their busi-
nesses; and (2) hire a coordinator to work with the
schools
and government, as well as business and industry, to
help
solve the problem affecting crime in small businesses.
The B.U.S.T. Coordinator was assigned in October
1975, to work out of the office of
the author. The author
assigned him to report directly to the
coordinator of the
13
program. He was given a desk and a part-time secretary.
During the first week of his assignment, he fol-
lowed the author around to learn more about the Baltimore
Public Schools. At the same time, the author attended
government and business meetings with the B.U.S.T. Coor-
dinator to become acquainted with the scope of his assign-
ment. At a breakfast meeting of the education committee
of B.U.S.T., the author suggested that one project that
could be undertaken would be to attack the problem of
absenteeism in the schools in areas where they had most of
their businesses. The argument was that if perhaps more
children were encouraged to go to school, fewer children
would be on the streets during school hours to cause some
of the trouble. This might be particularly important, it
was contended because absenteeism in the Baltimore Schools
is at an all-time high of 307=,.
Development of the Project Plan
After several discussions, it was decided that
pilot projects would be initiated in a junior high school
and a high school in areas where numerous small businesses
were located. The author contacted and got cooperation from
the Deputy Superintendent for the Bureau of Education and
the appropriate Regional Superintendents. In fact, their
reactions to coordinating the efforts of B.U.S.T. with the
Baltimore Schools were enthusiastic and encouraging.
To develop a specific plan for these projects, the
author, the B.U.S.T. Coordinator, and the
Coordinator of
14
Program Liaison visited the office of the Manager cf Public
Relations for the Chesapeake and Potomac (C&P) Telephone
Company. It was suggested that the following project
plan be developed:
1. The C&P Telephone Company would install 5 tele-
phone in each of the two schools--a junior high
school in East Baltimore and a senior high school
in West Baltimore.
2. C&P (which contributes to B.U.S.T.) would pay
for the costs of the phones as part of their
contribution to B.U.S.T.
3. The phones (which would be restricted to local
calls) would be installed in a special room in
each school. This room would be designed and.
published as a communications center.
4. These phones would be used each school day from
9:00-9:30 a.m. and 2:30-4:00 p.m. by school-age
children, parents and counselors. These people
would call the homes of children who were absent
on the given day.
5. Children who made calls would be selected by guide-
lines mutually established by the students and
the staff. The main criterion would probably be
a high attendance record.
6. The student callers would be instructed on the
use of the phone by C&P staff coming to the school.
In addition, C&P would also lend additional train-
ing telephone units to each of the schools to be
used as part of the language skills program through-
out the school.
7. Counselors, administrators and teachers in each of
the schools would be involved in helping (a) to
select student ’’callers"; (b) to identify the
students to be called; and (c) children who were
"released" from class to do calling to negotiate,
to make up any work missed in class.
8. Counselors, administrators, and teachers involved
in this program would be expected to help the
children who returned to school as a result of the
call (s) to feel wanted and permit them to negotiate
the means of making up work missed because of late-
ness or absenteeism.
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9. The staff of the school site was to determine the
period of time a child may serve as a "caller"
as well as the number of times a "truant" should
be called without results before that case is
referred to other personnel on the staff or else-
where ,
Documentation and Evaluation
Documentation and evaluation of the projects will
occur in a number of ways:
1. Daily logs will be kept which will record (a) the
time of call, (b) the caller, (c) the child called
(d) the response, and (e) follow-up suggestions.
2. Data on any changes in the absentee rate of each
of the schools during the project will be recorded
3. Authorities from the juvenile court will provide
figures on any changes in the crime rate during
school hours at the beginning, middle, and the
end of the projects.
4. Members of the school staffs will be briefed about
the aim of the program and asked to provide in-
puts into the effort as well as assessments about
its impact on the school.
5. Parents and community leaders will be alerted to
the projects in an effort to solicit their cooper-
ation and assessment of the impact of the plan.
6. Pictures, slides, and films will be made and used
as documentation of the projects in both centers.
7. Persons involved in the project in both centers
will meet separately and together in periodic
sessions to assess the progress of the projects.
8. Business, industry, and government representatives
will be invited to visit, observe, and assess the
progress of the project.
16
Limitations of the Study
The author is aware of several limitations of the
study.
1. The author of the study would be a participant in
initiating the projects and serve as a major
facilitator of their implementation. In reporting
the results of the project, personal involvement
might limit objectivity.
2. The study involves two case studies with no con-
trol group. Generalizations beyond the two specific
schools are limited.
3. The study of the two projects was limited to a
short period of time- -October 1975 to May 1976.
This time period might be too short to observe any
significant attendance changes.
Organization of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized and presented as
follows
:
Chapter I has provided the Background, Statement
of the Problem, Purpose, Methodology, Significance and
Limitations of the Dissertation.
Chapter II reviews the literature to determine what
is being done elsewhere to combat absenteeism in schools
as well as involving business, industry, and government
in efforts to solve educational problems.
Chapter III documents the implementation of the
two projects in Baltimore.
17
Chapter IV analyzes and evaluates the impact of
the projects on absenteeism in the schools and the occur-
rence of crime in area bus inesses
.
Chapter V summarizes the two case studies and dis-
cusses the implications of this dissertation for urban
education and makes recommendations for further study.
18
FOOTNOTES
1 Council for Children with Behavioral Disorders,
Office of Education, Washington, D.C., 1971
2 Children Out of School in America. A Report by
the Children's Defense Fund of the Washington Research
Project. Inc.
^Ibid.
4 Ibid
.
CHAPTER II
SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The author recognized the need for careful study
of the literature In order to establish the need for study-
ing the attendance patterns of children in urban centers.
It was important to get answers to a specific question:
What evidence is shown through a review of the
literature that, there is need for a pilot study
and an experiment being conducted such as en-
visioned by the author of this report?
Absenteeism is directly related to truancy, non-
enrollment, being a "push-out" in school, poor and inac-
curate recordkeeping of pupils' attendance, the degree to
which innovative programs of alternative learning are
established, the educational climate of schools, and the
effective atmosphere of the school on the child's desire
to attend. Selected literature was reviewed and an analysis
was made in terms of the significance of the studies to
the development of the pilot project in Baltimore City.
Absenteeism
A group of children who are a great source of con-
cern to their parents, themselves, administrators, and
citizens in general, are those children who are not attend-
ing school. Sometimes these children are referred to as
20
non- attenders. The text edited by Jacob Regal describes
the three classifications of non^attenders as those that
are unknown, unidentified
-, and untreated
.
This text goes
on to elaborate upon the description of these three types
of children saying that we have a population of children
who do not present a problem to an institution at all, due
to the fact that they are not enrolled in any institution.
The 1969 Bureau of Census Report reveals that approximately
450,000 non- institutionalized children between the ages of
6-15 were not enrolled in schools. This really means that
approximately a half million children were excused from
our social system through not being enrolled in school.
Regal claims that children who are unidentified
include the non-enrolled plus an even larger population of
students who are enrolled but not attending. Several
million children are in this category. The idea is that
those children who are identified, however, serve to pro-
tect the system in that they relieve the school system of
certain responsibility. The school has given some recog-
nition to these children but has refused to label them as
dropouts. Children who are enrolled but non-attenders
arrive at this position by a number of legal, extra-legal,
and illegal procedures. 1 Ironically, many large school
systems depend on the head count of the children who do
not attend. They depend on their numbers in order to
qualify for federal and state funds. The tragedy in this
structure is that when the funds are allocated, the services
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never reach the children who need them most--the non-
attenders who provide the necessary statistics.
It is difficult to study and to fix responsibility
for those who are non-attenders through indifference
--their
own, their families' or various agencies of their com-
munities. In Baltimore City one of the concerns that we
had as the pilot projects were developed in each of the
centers was the extent to which there are children who
have not been enrolled in school. Recommendations should
come out of this project that will give some indication
as to the possible sources of help for these children who
are classed as unidentified. These drifting children are
children who are sometimes forced out of the educational
system through rejection or through pervasive failure ex-
periences. We hope in Baltimore to have this pilot project
in the two schools and in some way identify the efforts
that are being made to retain children in the system and
avoid increasing the numbers of children who are unidenti-
fied.
These non-enrolled children are difficult to account
for also because they come from families that move from
place to place. In Baltimore City a number of children
whose families do seasonal work also move in with their
relatives when their seasonal work ends. This may force
them to move in with relatives in order to survive a winter.
They appear in school perhaps for a day or two and are often
excluded because they haven't proper credenniais and are
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thererore lost. They could fall in this grouping of uni-
dentified as well as non-enrolled
.
Regal contributed to the thinking of the author as
he described the third group of children, the untreated
.
They are children who are manifestations of a problem in
control. They become known for some devious behavior but
they are not provided services. One of the opportunities
that the author of this report has had, was to serve on a
planning task force for development of an alternative pro-
gram of education for children who are not being positively
affected by the educational program . 2
The literature reveals that when there is a lack
of remedial facilities, the behavior problem child is
offered an opportunity in most school districts to "shape
up or ship out." These are the children who are the most
frequent victims of an exclusion action.
The text suggests that deviant behavior in children
in the kindergarten, first and second grades is often in-
dicative of immaturity. This immaturity is determined by
qualified psychologists who interview the parents along
with testing the child. Other school districts may rely
on such criteria as family background, reputation, and
ethnicity to determine criteria for school attendance.
According to a report made by the text. Children
Out of School in America, the children of migrant workers,
blacks, Mexican-Americans
,
American Indians, and Puerto
Ricans have a greater probability of being excluded than
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do children of the middle class. This is a report by the
Children \s Defense Fund of the Washington Research Pro-
ject, Inc. 3
School Truancy and Its Relationship
to the Patterns of Absenteeism
One of the most pressing problems facing educators
today is how to deal with the truant. The truant at high
school age is different very often than the truant of
elementary school age . The child of fourteen, fifteen years
and older is a chronic absentee for reasons that are
directly related to his inability to cope with the demands
made of him/her in the academic areas in senior high school
The inability to read, difficulty in spelling, for instance,
cause children embarrassment in classroom settings. A pro-
ject was conducted in New York City schools in 1969 which
attempted to remediate the absenteeism in the high schools
and at the same time provide individualized attention and
concentrated services to sixteen year olds and older
chronic absentees and their parents. 4 Basic questions were
examined
:
1. What types of referral service can be developed
for job counseling?
2. What should be the nature of evening education
programs?
3. How can assistance be provided to principals with
their school registers?
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This project was introduced experimentally in the
John Adams High School, April 14 through June 27, 1969.
The author of the pilot project reported in this disserta-
tion, is particularly interested in the fact that the num-
ber of months in which this study was made parallelled the
same number of months that the study was being made in
Baltimore City. The aim in the 1969 project, as reported
by Frankel, was to concentrate attendance services in
disadvantaged areas where standard services are inadequate.
In the 1976 project that was oeing developed in Baltimore
City, the aim was to select centers of the city in two
extremes where attendance services could be offered in a
comparable way, but also to measure the extent to which the
offerings of these services would have an impact on the
student because of the element of peer relations. One of
the schools involved in the program in Baltimore City was
the Hampstead Hill Junior High School which was on a shift
or two-session arrangement. In addition, Hampstead Hill
Junior High School is undergoing a rather drastic change in
racial composition. In the New York City study made at
John Adams High School in the sixties, this school was
undergoing one of the most extreme types of internal up-
heaval due to racial desegregation. Frankel 's study serves
to emphasize the need for developing a referral service for
job counseling as well as establishing evening educational
programs for children who are receiving neither educational
nor occupational training. It is the feeling of the writer
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of this dissertation that these ideas pinpoint the need for
expansion of services to children who are out of school and
who are identified as needing remedial assistance, and also
employment opportunities. 5
There is a difference between the youngster who is
absent for reasons that can be identified and a youngster
who is never enrolled in school and the youngster who is
not treated once he/she does get in school and he/she rea-
lizes that he/she exhibits a deviant type of behavior.
There are those children who come to school for short spans
of time and because of excessive absences or their patterns
of attendance are labeled as truants
.
What can be done, to
meet the needs of a youngster who has decided that school
is not the place for him? How can his problem be met?
What are the legalities involved in treating this problem?
A review of the literature in the field showed that exces-
sive absenteeism is complex and continuing; a secondary
school problem with personal, institutional, economic and
social causes. Research indicated that absenteeism is
higher for boys, for older students, for students with low
grades, for those from one parent families and for students
given low personality ratings by teachers.
There is general awareness that in urban centers
the percentage of non-attenders or absentees is 30%. That
is of particular importance to the author of this pilot
study, The statistics gathered in Baltimore City reflects
that 30% of absenteeism is an approximate average for high
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school. The study of the literature reveals that in cases
where this high percentage of absenteeism persists each
parent and student repeatedly has been informed of atten-
dance requirements; however, when little or nothing is
being done about the attendance, the problem gets worse.
Administrators, teachers, students, and parents frequently
are involved in policy-making. When policy is developed
in this way, it is easier to enforce. This is one effort
at solving the problem of truancy.
Another means of dealing with the problems of low
attendance and increasing the numbers of high school stu-
dents who return to school was reported in research by
Joseph Levanto. A number of graphs were used to display
the school-wide patterns of absenteeism that related to
such factors as student age, class, sex, race, religion,
IQ scores, personality rating, and home environment. In a
study conducted in Connecticut by Levanto, three steps were
recommended to combat rising absenteeism: 6
1. the adoption of a firm and well-publicized attend-
ance policy based on the no-work, no-pay concept
2. the development of an effective reporting system
to regularly inform parents of student absences
3. implementation of an alternative curriculum for
chronic absenteeism
This third recommendation led the author to a study of
another type of literature which described the need for
year-round education.
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Alternative Schooling Which
Affects Attendance
The current literature on year-round education is
filled with feasibility studies, reports on operational
programs, and thoughtful consideration of the potential
effects of year-round education on the community, school,
family, and child. Some hard data gathered in Prince
William County, Virginia, indicates the need for an in-
crease in the gathering of this type of data if school
boards and school regions and communities are to make
intelligent choices on the type of education delivered
in the system . 7
In Baltimore City, we have experimented with a
number of plans for education. One has been the quarter
system of education as well as the semester plan. We are
currently on a two-semester program of study and have a
summer vacation. The implications, however , of the ex-
tended use of the school building are part of the study of
the author of this pilot project during her tenure as
Assistant Superintendent for the Community Schools Division.
The use of school buildings above and beyond the normal
school day served as a means of attracting to the school,
children who were classed as dropouts, truants and behavior
problems during the school day. It was also discovereo that
there were few problems for building security in the eve-
ning- -vastly different in comparison to daytime sessions
in that same building. This may have been because a greater
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number of parents were involved in the overall management
and conduct of the school in the evenings.
Baltimore City has just undergone a change in its
organizational structure and is divided into regions. We
have nine, regions and nine regional superintendents. The
author feels that the modification of the school year is a
natural outgrowth of the study and its examination of why
children do not attend school. The study is a means of
addressing the question of what makes a truant and what
steps can be taken to lure the truant back into the "fold."
What modifications in programs should be developed that will
make it possible for a child who has been turned off from
school to come back into the school and still be able to
work?
The premise upon which this whole study has been
made is that business and industry and government, to-
gether with education, can help create a climate for learn-
ing that will produce a better citizen. The article and
the research by Leffel and Parks supports the feeling of
the writer of this dissertation that experimentation in
year-round education as against semester or trimester or
quartered education needs to be encouraged . 8
In several sections of Baltimore City there are
empty buildings abandoned by businesses that, because of
the changed economy, have either redesigned their opera-
tions and/or reduced the number of employees. The Housing
Authorities in Baltimore City have a record of every
vacant building. This source could be tapped to discover
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space that could be leased for $1 and with the full cooper-
ation of business, industry, and government provide a set-
ting for meaningful educational experiences for many of
our "turned- off” youth.
Use of Computers
Another question that needs to be answered is how
we can keep up with the high absenteeism and tardy rates.
What will make it possible for us to retrieve immediately
the number of children who are not in school, who are late
in coming to school, or who should be classed as truants.
William R. Hartig of Trenton Public Schools, New Jersey,
prepared a study that documents a method to prove attend-
ance reporting efficacy by utilizing a computer-based in-
formation system to handle the routine data manipulation. 9
The attendance reporting system that is described
in Hartig’ s report claims that through the use of a computer-
based information system one can maintain cumulative student
attendance records for an entire year. It is possible to
automatically select students for special attention based
on the analysis of criteria supplied by the attendance of-
fice. In all cases, the Attendance Records Office is
responsible for the collection and maintenance of the at-
tendance information stored with the computer center. The
computer center provides information managing services for
the Attendance Office. In addition, this system will
generate input for the overall student information system.
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One of the implications of the literature about
computer-based information on school attendance was re-
vealed when -he author and a team of superintendents
visited the IBM Center in Bethesda, Maryland. On the
occasion of that visit the advantages to having such ac-
cess to pertinent data on students in an effort to revamp
the educational offerings were pointed out. The signifi-
cance of the use of the computer for rapid gathering of
attendance data is yet to be realized. Baltimore City is
on the threshold of computer-based education. At one senior
high school in West Baltimore, located close to Douglass
High School, one of the pilot centers of the study being
reported by the author of this report, there is a computer-
based center. This center is supplied by the Commercial
Credit Company and is further evidence of the ways in
which local business and industry can coordinate their
efforts with education in providing experiences for youth.
The multi- terminal unit that has been established at Wal-
brook Senior High School is of inestimable value to the
students there in providing data to determine their pat-
terms of attendance.
This pilot study was undertaken for the purpose
of developing some means of determining and understanding
those students who report to school, after a fashion, but
who in truth become absent because they leave through a
back door and remain away from the school for the rest of
the day
.
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Legal Aspects of Attendance/Truancy
An understanding of the legal aspects of attendance
and truancy is essential if we are to understand what ab-
senteeism and truancy are all about. A program and the
policies needed to deal with the problems of absenteeism
and truancy must reflect an understanding of the legal
aspects of educational choice. The author reviewed liter-
ature in this field and learned that there are legal
aspects of school administration which should be of common
knowledge to the parent, the student, the teacher, and the
administrator. A study by Kern Alexander and K. Forbis
Jorden suggest that in studying litigations there should
be a three-way balance. They seek in their review to study
the state's interest, the child's interest, and the parent's
interest . 1
0
Statutory provisions that affect school attendances,
student assignment aid placement are outlined in this liter-
ature, and early compulsory attendance laws are examined
to show the progression towards achieving this balance.
The balance of this study examined the tables and appen-
dices of this report to compare the approaches of the fifty
states to the subject of compulsory attendance. Throughout
American history there has been an abiding faith that edu-
cation is the road to culture, economic stability and
social equality. This feeling was engendered originally
by a political impulse that replaced the older religious
motive as the incentive for education. The religious
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motive was the basis for the famous 1647 Massachusetts
School Act.
In this article, in defining the child's interest,
it is stated that in public education the child's interest
can be viewed in different ways. A child as an individual
has the right to be free from parental abuse and unreason-
able control. A child has certain constitutional liberties,
rights and freedoms that can not be denied by the State
without just cause and due process. The State itself has
a responsibility to protect the child from unwarranted
State restriction on constitutional freedoms and from
parental, abuse either through commissions or omissions of
the parents.
In the United States today a dual set of precedents
have emerged. One tends to limit parents, as is evident
by court imposed limitations on State handling of juvenile
cases. The second precedent is the tendency of the courts
to allow the state to protect the infant from parental a-
buse. An interesting statement included in this study that
affects the relationship of parents and children in the
State is as follows: Confrontation between State and
parent instead of between State and child is probably the
result of two subtle theories suggested by Clinefield and
the Balance of Power. One is that parents have a duty to
a child, to educate him, and the State may compel fulfill-
ment of this duty. The other is that parents have a duty
to the State to educate their children that the State may
compel them to perform.
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The summary for this study boils down to one parti-
cular question, namely, where does the child' s destiny lie?
Should the parent be given the final say over the educa-
tional future and well being of the child? To answer this
question a number of other questions need to be answered.
Should the parent, even though poorly educated and ignorant,
determine that the child should attend school only to the
third grade or possibly not at all? If the parent does
not decide, then should it be left up to the child? Sup
pose the child desires to attend school but the parent
will not permit him to, requiring him to work instead. On
the other hand, suppose the ultimate decision is vested
m
the child himself as to whether or not he is to be
educated? Should a seven year old child be given
the right
and the power to determine his destiny?
The obvious answer to these questions is
provided
by the court. They have generally upheld
compulsory attend,
and laws. The collective judgment of the State, it
is
assumed, can and will act more rationally
than individual,
whether it be parent or child.
From the literature described in the
foregoing
paragraphs
,
certain definitions have emerged. We can
identify what and who an absentee child
is. We have con
sidered the problem of truancy by studying
the literature
that focuses on truancy as it
relates to urban centers.
The literature that concerns itself
with the law
school attendance has been examined.
It is important now
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to mention literature that recommends alternatives for
dealing with school absenteeism.
A text written by David Brooks suggests that
truancy is a growing problem for the individual pupils and
for school systems . 11 Brooks contends that traditionally
truancy has been thought of as a symptom of the problems
faced by the student. The advent of behavior modification
offers a new way of viewing truancy; as a discrete behavior
capable of modification by the application of scientifically
derived modification techniques. This is suggested by
David Brooks as being one method of reducing truancy among
school children. The author was interested in studying
this recommendation because the contract and reward schedule
recommended in this article was relevant to the study that
is being conducted in Baltimore City. Each of the persons
participating in the Baltimore project was asked to con-
sider the way a system of reward, or a system of contract-
ing, could be developed to reduce the need for peer tele-
phone calls and increase the likelihood of students making
more effort to attend school to earn the reward, or fulfill
the contract.
The review of literature would be incomplete without
attempting to answer a question posed by Nancy L. Karweit,
and that is, "Is differential access to school an
important
factor in student outcomes ?"
12
Karweit's paper explores where the differential
measured by student attendance, theaccess to school- -as
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length of the school day and school term- -is an important
determinant of school outcomes, in terms of achievement
and educational plans. Data from the equality of educa-
tional opportunities' survey for the sixth through twelfth
grades and a survey of twenty high schools were used.
The discussion in this article first focuses on the school
as a unit of analysis. In this discussion some organiza-
tional features of the school which might influence attend-
and are examined. It is important to note that the schools
that show evidence of their commitment to youth and that
youth is recognized as being valuable members of the school
community have fewer problems in attendance than those
schools where hard and fast rules and threats are posted.
One school believes in self-motivation; the other shows
unbelief. The quantity of schooling and the quality of
schooling were directly related to the attitudes evidenced
by the institution itself toward the students.
Big Is Not To Blame
David Galloway has stated that large schools do
not have a larger proportion of chronic absentees than
small ones. Nor do they need to exclude more
pupils for
unmanageable behavior. The article is included as
a part
of this report because of the significance
that it has to
persons making studies of absenteeism in urban
school dis-
1 3tricts
.
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The data as supplied in this record reflects an
analysis of attendance at schools in England. The reasons,
then, for chronic absenteeism as listed in this article,
seemed to indicate that whether it is a large school dis-
trict or not a large school district, the prime factor
in motivating children to attend school is the relationship
between the parent and the child.
The problem of attendance, as reported here, in-
cludes data analysis to show that poor attendance is re-
lated to a number of social, psychological, and emotional
problems
.
In order to deal with the problem, it is incumbent
upon all citizens to help raise the consciousness level of
society as a whole to the responsibility for the education
of its future.
This is the focus of the pilot study developed by
the author. It represents one more dimension of effort to
help children help themselves as they struggle for identity,
and purpose, and stamina, and skills to cope with the
challenges of life.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Developing the Concept for Project A.P.T.
Ideas that come to fruition, like institutions,
are often the concrete expression of one person's plans,
ideas and hopes. The form and structure may be altered
to meet changing needs and circumstances, but the basic
concept and design of the program remain as a reflection
of that person's hopes and concerns.
With respect to Project APT (Absentee Peer Tele-
thon)
,
a number of concerned people representing several
segments of the business, industrial
,
government, and
educational, community have had a part in the development,
establishment and implementation of the project program.
The conceptualization of the idea into its tangible form
and the bringing together of the various responsive indi-
viduals to engage in a coordinated effort were provided
by Mrs. Pearl G. Brackett who was Assistant Superintendent
for Educational Services of the Baltimore City Public
Schools
.
The basic concept of Project APT rests upon a con-
vergence of needs, interests and assumptions respecting
the educational process. The need is one of the broadest
challenges to the whole community: how can we promote
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school attendance? Without the presence in school of the
student recipient of educational programs and services, of
what value are the myriad of curricular offerings and the
professional assistance that are available to him or her?
Such a question seemingly leads into a subsequent query
and response. Who should be involved in the process of
finding solutions to this problem? If the educational pro-
cess is ever-ybody' s business it often becomes nobody's
business except for those who immediately render profes-
sional services and for the recipients themselves. Yet,
it had been the assumption of the developers of this pro-
gram from its first conception that when people feel that
they are involved in the problem, they will seek to pro-
vide measures for its solution.
Staffing the Project
The truth of this assumption was borne out in
October 1975, when the occasion arose to utilize the offered
interests of a business service group. Business United to
Stop Trouble, in devising a program reflecting the mutual
concerns of business and education suggested that the
coordinator and Mrs. Brackett and representatives of B.U.S.T.
embark on a pro j ect
.
The volunteer organization, funded by area busi-
nesses, corporations and concerns, had brought in Dr. Simon
Fuchs to develop programs that would help to reduce the
incidence of trouble in and around places of business and
to develop educational programs. After Dr. Fuchs had been
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assigned an office house in the Department of Education's
central office building, his activities with respect to
the Department of Education were coordinated with those
of the Division of Educational Services (DES) . As a
liaison between the Department of Education and the Business
United to Stop Trouble, Dr. Fuchs worked directly with Mrs.
Pearl C. Brackett, Assistant Superintendent of the Division
of Educational Services. Mrs. Brackett assigned Dr. Fuchs
to 'work with Mrs . Vashti Jude
,
Coordinator of the Program
Liaison Office of the Division of Educational Services.
Involving Industry
Shortly, thereafter, the author held a meeting
with the educational committee of B.U.S.T. and Mr. Herman
Katkow, its executive officer, at a breakfast get-together.
At this meeting a discussion about getting school children
off the streets and the reduction of crime served as a
basis for putting the two ideas into juxtaposition. Why
not utilize the telephone as a resource to bring absent
pupils back to school? Students during the school day
belong in school. If they have no legitimate excuse for
absence, their being on the streets, it was agreed, is a
real and potential source of trouble. The mutuality of
interests between schools and businesses in this matter is
more evident. Among the factors indicating that a telephone
plan for bringing children back to school had merit was one
based on a film made by Douglass High School in which posi-
tive relationships between the school and home were
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established by means of telephone communication. Mrs.
Brackett, during the meeting, further recalled her obser-
vation of a program in New York City high schools relating
to a joint liaison between the schools and the Economic
Development Council to promote school attendance and re-
duce incidences of crime. The next step, it was agreed,
was to meet with C&P Telephone Company personnel to lay
the foundation for a telephone program involving peer to
peer communications, and review the cost and the feasibility
of a program involving the installation and use of tele-
phone equipment. Shortly, thereafter, the author held a
meeting with Mr. John Schissler, representative of the
C&P Telephone Company in which the matter of phone costs
were reviewed. The phone company, he stated, was highly
interested in helping to get a program started, and through
an increased contribution to Business United to Stop Trouble,
sufficient funds could be allocated by that organization
to support the cost of phone installation and service.
At this point four criteria were agreed upon for working
conditions
:
1. schools chosen should be near shopping areas;
2. ' coordination of merchants, school staff, pupils
and government liaison would be maintained through-
out the project;
3. the program would be conducted from February to
May 1976; and
4. on-going monitoring and evaluation of the pupils
would be kept.
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With a sum of $1,000 made available, the procedure
for selecting the project schools was now in order. B.U.S.T.
and the Department of Education were in agreement that the
schools chosen to participate should be near a shopping
center or close to an area of small business; they should
have a pupil absentee problem; and they should have a
cooperative staff and a physical and curricular setup con-
ducive to implementing such a program.
Choosing the School Sites
After a meeting involving Dr. Fuchs, the Division
of Educational Services and Mrs. Vondalee Clark, Superin-
tendent of Region VII and Mr. Daniel Rochowiak, Superinten-
dent of Region III, it was agreed to recommend the designa-
tion of a high school and a junior high as the two program
schools
.
Frederick Douglass Senior High School . Bounded
on three sides by a well established middle and lower-
middle-class residential area, Douglass High School faces
on Its fourth side the Metro Mall, a large shop ing area
that primarily serves the residents residing in the middle
northwest area of the city. By reason of the proximity of
the school to the shopping area, students are attracted to
the shops and facilities in the mall, and the merchants
accordingly confer periodically with the school administra-
tion on mutual concerns regarding student usage of the
mall during the school day as well as before and after
school
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Douglas is a school with a long tradition dating
back to the years when it was the single academic high
school in Baltimore attended by black children. Accord-
ingly many of the professional and civic leaders of the
city attended and were graduated from the school and there
exists considerable pride in the accomplishments of its
graduates that reflects community concern with respect to
the maintenance of high standards of conduct and achieve-
ment among the students.
With a student population of 1,700, Douglass,
by tradition, draws its students from all sections of
Baltimore, but primarily from the middle and lower-middle
northwestern quadrant of town. With an emphasis on the
musical arts, Douglass is designated a magnet school for
students with interests in the various areas of music and
musicology. Thus, the reputation of Douglass in the musi-
cal area of the performing arts is widespread and serves
to reinforce the continuance of sound programs in the arts
as well as in related scholastic activities. A faculty of
85, many of whom have over a decade of service to the
school, also serves to reinforce the continuity of pur-
pose and program that is a basic part of Douglass. Although
one building is now 48 years old, Douglass is structurally
sound; it lacks the appurtenances commonly found in newer
schools, and the brightness that accompanies new building
designs and materials is missing. It seems, however, that
brightness of spirit is more apparent in surroundings that
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are now showing the weathering process that accrues from
years of useful service.
Plans were made to meet with the staff and adminis-
tration of both schools to present the outline of a po-
tential program and to review needs and concerns with
respect to the installation, implementation, monitoring
and assessment of the program. The Project Development
Office of the DES was requested to draw up a proposal and
program concept to help clarify and lend direction to the
program schools and to serve as a frame of reference for
planning the program design.
Planning sessions with designated project schools
were arranged by Dr, Fuchs. The first such meeting was held
at Douglass High School on December 19th, and was attended
by administrative and staff personnel of the school. Also
included were the Regional Superintendent, the Administra-
tive Assistant, and staff team personnel of Region VII.
Representatives from the DES also attended. Certain con-
cerns and consideration to the implementation of the pro-
gram were reviewed. Among these were the selection of
student helpers (who? their hours? from which classes?);
the development and circulation of absentee lists; the
nature and utilization of time sheets; how to determine
which students should be called; and the nature of awards
for student participants.
It was decided that identified recipient students
would be chosen from those who were beginning to show a
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pattern of absenteeism; that the Community Resource Com-
mittee of Region VII would meet with the planning and
implementation, that rooms five and six in the music depart-
ment would house the five phone installations; and that a
definite pattern of daily absentee reporting would be made
available for the telephone inquiries.
All agreed that the project program at Douglass
could have a significant effect on reducing an absentee
rate of approximately 24% daily. A second meeting was
scheduled for January 6th to complete the organizational
details necessary for the start of the program. At this
time forms to be used for reporting and recordkeeping, in
addition to faculty suggestions, problems of scheduling,
the selection of student personnel and their training, and
the determination of a follow-up program for returning to
school were developed.
Hampstead Hill Junior High School
. Staff members
of the DES and Dr. Fuchs met later with the administrative
staff of Tilghman Elementary School #13 to discuss the
Initiation of a program based on a peer to peer communica-
tion process. Although the principal of Tilghman was
receptive to the idea, it was discovered that the pupil
absentee situation at the - school did not represent a prob-
lem that required the investment of time, money, and ser-
vices suggested by Project APT. Of approximately 75 pupils
who were absent on a given day, the number of inexcusable
absences was less than a handful--if that many. It was
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decided that lacking a problem, the program would be better
placed in a school other than Tilghman.
A preliminary suggestion by the author, endorsed
by Mr. Daniel Rochowiak, was that Hampstead Hill Junior
High School #43, located in the same school region and
near a shopping area of small businesses known as Highland-
town, would be an appropriate school location for Project
APT.
Hampstead Hill Junior High School is located on
the western edge of Highlandtown
,
a working-class community
of white marble step row houses that more often than not
have been owned by the same family for two or three gener-
ations
. Demographically the community surrounding the
school is for the most part white, the most common ethnic
group comprising people of Polish descent. Immediately to
the southeast and east of the school is Patterson Park,
the second largest park in the city, which is highly visible
and highly utilized and which provides recreational ser-
vices for citizens of all ages.
The school itself is a six story structure, now
34 years old, that has previously served as a junior-senior
high school and as a senior high school. In those capaci-
ties, the building was the focus of activities for the
surrounding community and was the only "new" secondary
school in the east, southeast Baltimore. Patterson Park
High, as it was then designated, was a source of interest
and pride to those citizens who called Highlandtown and
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Canton their home community. This aspect of local pride
is akin to that associated with Brooklyn, now a borough of
greater New York City, Like Brooklyn, Highlandtown
,
prior
to its annexation, was a separate political entity from
Baltimore and as the smaller geographical partner, main-
taining community identity was of paramount importance for
the Highlandtowners
. Although the high school has now
been relocated on the eastern edge of Baltimore, its suc-
cessor, Hampstead Hill Junior High, assumes the same
importance over the row houses of East Baltimore, retaining
the image of "our school."
Hampstead, partially because of this affinity, is
an overcrowded school with a student population of 2,600
in two shirts. Serving as it does ethnic groups with long
traditions in the community, some difficulties have been
experienced in the process of conforming with federal regu-
lations respecting desegregation. During the past school
year, however, greater acceptance of a more racially
diverse student population has been manifested both in
the community and in the school. A number of Black pupils
come by bus to the school.
As previously indicated, the school is located
within several blocks of the Highlandtown shopping area, a
business area, primarily located on Eastern Avenue. Most
of the businesses are independent, owner-operated establish-
ments that have been in the area for many decades and which
reflect a pride and identification with Highlandtown as
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their home base. Students in a close-knit community such
as this, for good or ill, through their attitude and be-
havior serve as a reflection of their school in more than
the usual manner. Thus, it is evident that pride is an
important factor for Hampstead Hill Junior High School,
once stability in student population and faculty is estab-
lished. With a staff of 126, the school and its program,
which offers the academic-commercial general curriculum
for all enrollees
,
is too large to find its own identity.
However, an anticipated reduction in enrollment will serve
to again place the school on the educational, as well as
the physical pedestal, that it has occupied throughout
its existence. In conformance with the step-by-step pro-
cedure of enlisting the services of a tentatively designated
school in a projected program, a preliminary discussion
meeting was arranged on January 6th with the administrative
staff of School #43 including the principal, Mrs. Magdalene
Rice; the assistant principal, Mr. Perry Eisman and the
communication representative of Region III. Statistical
data indicated that Hampstead Hill could well benefit from
the proposed APT program by reason of the fact that the
absentee rate is 31%. It was determined that the target
student population should be those who were beginning to
show a pattern of absenteeism and that since the number
of calls to be made would be limited, the target group
might best be students in the seventh grade and the callers
be eighth and ninth grade students. At the next meeting
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OR January 15th, following a meeting with the faculty,
the various forms to be ^lsed in the program and the nature
of the target population would be made available. Since
students at School #43 attend on a double shift, the
program would, of necessity, be provided for both the
morning and afternoon shifts. This increase in services
meant an increase in the funding required for project sup-
port. The basic costs of the program entailed the cost
of the installation of the telephone equipment and the
number of calls made, so that School #43' s entry into the
picture presented a problem about obtaining funds for
underwriting a higher than anticipated program budget.
Securing Budget for the Project
Mr. Schissler referred the matter of installation
and service to field personnel, headed by Mr. Just. He
was provided by them with a precise itemized cost for a
program located at Douglass High and Hampstead Hill Junior
High School with its double shift requirements. The esti-
mated figure of $2,000 was twice the amount of money that
B.U.S.T. had available for support of the program. This
news announced by Mr. Schissler at a meeting held in Mr.
Katkov's office, presented a possible stumbling block to
the whole program since time was running short to complete
the installation and use of the equipment by no later than
the first of February. This was the target date agreed
on by the Department, the telephone company and B.U.S.T.
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Mr. Katkow suggested that the Baltimore Gas and Electric
Company (G&E) could be approached to increase its contri-
bution to B.U.S.T. in support of the program. Indicating
that the idea was a promising one, the author agreed to
meet with G&E. The following day an appointment was made
for Mrs. Brackett to meet with a representative of the
Office of Public Relations of G&E. Apprised of the pro-
gram's needs, Mr. Bowmaker agreed to provide financial
support for the project. G&E immediately informed B.U.S.T.
to prepare a voucher for $750 from G&E. This sum, to-
gether with the former contribution of G&E, placed the
program on a "signal go" basis.
The APT Project at Douglass
High School
The first general planning meeting for Douglass
High was held at the School in December 1975. In attend-
ance were administrative and staff members of Douglass
High School including the school home visitor, adminis-
trative and staff personnel from the office of Region VII
including the Regional Superintendent, Mrs. Vondalee Clark,
and the Administrative Assistant, together with, staff
members of the Regional Community and Student Affairs
Team and Pupil Services Team. Present, also, were staff
from the Division of Educational Services and Dr. Fuchs.
In the process of devising a list of program concerns and
procedures, the committee agreed that the matter of selec-
tion of target students to be phoned and assisted merited
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careful review and planning. On the basis of the avail-
ability of five telephones, approximately 90 calls per
day could be made. With a daily absentee rate of 2470
,
approximately 400 students, it was agreed that the most
effective target student group for purposes of improving
attendance would be those who were beginning to demonstrate
a pattern of absenteeism. Students who were for a period
of several weeks absent for two days or who consistently
failed to attend on specific days could most likely change
their pattern of absenteeism for the better through the
services of this project program. In addition to the deter-
mination of the target student group, the matter concern-
ing the selection of peer student program assistants or
facilitators was reviewed. The most promising procedure
appeared to be that of involving business education students
in the telephonic and student report-back procedures.
Students would be assigned to their duties on a rotating
basis.
It was decided that at the next committee meeting
a decision would be made concerning the target group of
students who would receive services and the peer student
facilitators who would render services. Additionally, the
proposed record-keeping system and the forms to be utilized
in the reporting aspects of the program would then be deter-
mined.
During the month of January, three meetings were
held to plan, develop and formulate a program that would
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begin on February 5. To provide the most advantageous
use and disposition of staff resources, sub-committees
were appointed by Mr. Earl Hagan, the principal of Doug-
lass High, with the approval of the general committee
membership, the titles of which are as follows: (a) identi-
fication of population; (b) procedures; (c) identification
of school contact persons; and, (d) maintenance and follow-
up.
At the first meeting in January, Ms. Susan McCloy,
the school counselor, provided a guidance department out-
line of project procedures. Staff members of the Region
VII Pupil Services Team at this time outlined a list of
suggestions for meeting the Douglass attendance problems.
This outline included four procedural steps for meeting
the problem as follows:
a. making Initial contact when students return to
school
;
b. Identifying student problems;
c. offering solutions and alternatives; and
d. follow-up.
Plans for implementing the project program would fall into
one of these four categories. With respect to (a) above,
it was determined that staff members of the regional com
munity and student affairs team and of the pupil services
team assigned to working with Douglass High would go through
the process of examining records to determine the target
student population. As previously indicated, identification
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would be made of those students who were demonstrating
patterns of repeated two- or three-day periods of absenteeism.
Accordingly, during the early weeks of January,
roll books of all classes were reviewed for the purpose
of obtaining the names of approximately five students per
class who had been demonstrating patterns of absences
according to the criteria mentioned above. These names
were placed on lists and submitted to the homeroom teacher
with an accompanying letter requesting the teacher to
respond, following his/her examination of the listed stu-
dents attendance record, with recommendations of additional
names to be placed on the list when deemed appropriate.
Additionally, at the first January meeting deter-
minations were made regarding the use of reports, and their
format, the objectives of the program and the evaluative
criteria to be used for assessing the objectives, the pro-
cedures to be used for target selection and for facilitat-
ing students and for the matter of scheduling telephone
communications
. At the subsequent committee meeting the
decision was made to include the peer facilitator aspect
of the program as a component of the Intensive Office
Laboratory (IOL) course. Students enrolled in the course
would provide the telephonic services and would assist in
the follow-up interviewing process. Mr. Paul Goldberg, the
course instructor, would monitor the on-going program and
would supervise the program activities as they related to
the IOL course and the school, in general. Accordingly,
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the location of the telephone stations was to be in the IOL
classroom and the training of the student assistants in
matters relating to appropriate telephone communication
with respect to program objectives and school policy was
assigned to and accepted by Mr. Goldberg in his capacity as
instructor of the IOL course.
By the third meeting on January 27 , final plans
were made with respect to the assisting students training
program, which was to be held during intersession. In
addition, program forms and the letter to parents summar-
izing the nature and purpose of the program were approved.
Included in the recommendations set forth at this meeting
were those concerning the evaluation process which stated
that the evaluation would be continuous. At the conclusion
of the project these items would be determined in the
evaluative process
:
•the number of students retrieved by the project;
• the number who returned initially but who later
began to repeat the poor attendance pattern,
•the number who did not respond to contact,
•the number referred to tutorial and/or services;
•the reactions of peers doing the calling as well
as those of the students called.
At the completion of its program developmental
efforts,
the committee issued a formalized itemization
designed to
provide a step by step listing of program
procedures for
all staff and assisting personnel.
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According to the schedule approved by the develop-
ment committee, Mr. Goldberg on the intersession staff
'development day provided a training program for 30 students
in the XOL class. Utilizing the teletrainer, students
engaged in intensified role-playing acitivities
. Other
activities focused on the responsibilities of callers and
receptionists, recordkeeping, telephone use and etiquette,
the importance of accuracy, and the confidentiality of
records and informat ion. Both in their training program
and in the classroom sessions, students were trained to
alternate both as callers and as receptionists.
From its inception on February 6, the students in
the IOL course provided willing and diligent service in
carrying out their assignments. It should be noted that
the list of students to be telephoned consisted of 207
names and in the course of time new names were added to the
list as other names were removed. Within' a month of the
inception of the project, 85 students, 41% of those on the
original list, had demonstrated an improved attendance pat-
tern. Tenth and eleventh graders were especially respon-
sive to the telephone contacts, as Appendix B indicates.
Contact was made with approximately three- fourths of the
students retaining a pattern of absenteeism. In March the
target group was modified to focus on tenth and eleventh
graders, with results similar to those observed in February.
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APT at Hampstead Hill Junior High
During the month of January two general meetings
were devoted to involving the faculty in the projected
project program. Under the direction of Mr. Perry Eisman,
Vice-principal, assignments were made to design forms to
be used in the matter of reporting absentees and in indi- -
eating the results of the communications process. A form
describing the program and enlisting teacher assistance
in locating the irregular attending population and in
locating students willing to serve on the phone squads
was submitted to the faculty on Friday, January 9. Teachers
began responding with lists of phone- squad members and
attendance cards by January 12. The form enclosed pro-
vided the procedures teachers were to follow in order to
facilitate the new program.
A second form for phone- squad recordkeeping was
developed. This form was to be provided to each phone-
squad member for the daily recording of calls made to
absentees
.
Determination was made concerning the scheduling
of calls, the selection of the student callers (facilita-
tors), and the division of responsibility. A careful analy-
sis was made of the procedures to be employed for reporting
students to be called which in effect entailed a listing
from each homeroom teacher of students who were attendance
problems but who were not chronic absentees. It was deter-
mined that student facilitators would be selected from a
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list of names submitted by the faculty and that since the
schoolwas on a split session, calls to absentee students
would be made in the morning for those who attended school
on the afternoon shift and in the afternoon for those who
attended school on the morning shift.
Staff responsibilities were assigned as follows:
1. Mr. Kamish, Business Education Teacher, to super-
vise the phone callers in the afternoon, 12-1 P.M.
,
take attendance, and collect phone reports.
2. Mr. McKenzie, Teacher, to supervise the callers
on the morning program, 11-12 P.M., take attend-
ance and collect phone reports
.
3. Mrs. Cochran, Attendance Monitor, to be responsible
for these recordkeeping details:
a. Maintain an up-to-date group of phone squad
members on schedule cards with name and class
b. Maintain a file of attendance cards with
information to date, of the target population.
c. Maintain phone squad members' reports by date.
Transfer phone responses to attendance cards
daily.
d. Select and supply names to be called and list
these names and numbers on the report form
each day. Supply phone forms to each squad.
4. Miss Carol Stiebe, Communications Representative,
to interview absentees as they return. She will
interview target population students who are
present and will maintain a record of her interview
on the attendance cards. Mrs. Suzanne Dobson and
Mrs. Helen Debinski to assist with the interview
of truants
.
For student facilitators, two meetings were held
on January 19 at which time they received an explanation
of callers' responsibilities. Announcement was made con-
cerning the training session. As at Douglass High, the
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training session was held during the intersession profes-
sional development day. At this session Mr. Eisman and
Mrs. Cochran, the attendance monitor, assisted in super-
vising the students activities. Mr. Ray Hughes planned
the training sessions, developed a telephone solicitation
form and presented it as part of the training session pro-
gram.
During the course of the program, through the ef-
forts of Mrs. Brackett an improvement in the facilities
was effected. Installed on open desks in Mathematics
Conference Room 109, the telethonic communication process
did not allow for privacy. Hence, five carrels were in-
stalled which allowed for a higher degree of "profession-
alism" among the student callers. The success of the
program with respect to these student aides is attested
to by almost unanimous enthusiasm for the program and its
results among this group of students, 25 of whom remained
with the program from its inception to its completion on
May 5
.
Initially, forty students signed up to make phone
calls before and after school to absentees. Subsequently,
the phone squad group included a nucleus of 20 volunteer
callers, 14 of whom were making calls daily. The attend-
ance monitor, Mrs. Cochran, was responsible for record-
keeping. Mrs. Cofield assisted Mrs. Cochran by gathering
information for the afternoon shift. Mr. Ted Kamish
helped to supervise the afternoon phone squad members.
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Mr, R. McKenzie and Mr. J. Pasquariello assisted with the
morning group. Mr. Nesbit Backson, an ’’AIM" worker, was
assigned to assist with recordkeeping and the supervision
of squad, members
. Mr. Eisman, Assistant Principal, dele-
gated tasks to the personnel and supervised the program.
A wealth of data was accumulated from the inception
of the project on February 2. There is a record of every
phone call made and which caller made it. There is a list
of the target population with the record of each absentee's
daily attendance on attendance cards in the roll books,
and there is a record in the roll book concerning whether
or not the phone call made was successful. There is a
chart record of how many calls each phone squad member had
and whether or not the response indicated that the absentee
intended to return to school.
Mr. Backson translated the data into workable form
by counting the number of calls which caused the absentee
to return to school, and the number of productive phone
contacts each squad member has to his credit. At the mid-
point of the program, about the third week in March, 2056
attempts had been made to contact absentees. In 204 in-
stances, the student's return to school the next day was
reported to have resulted from the telephone contact.
Other data regarding improvements in attendance were not
available
.
The phone squad members competed to see who could
make the most successful phone contacts, and were served re-
freshments. The most successful member received an Indian bracelet.
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Inasmuch, as she was Indian, she was doubly impressed with
the gift.
On April 30 at a press conference arranged by the
author with Mayor Schaefer, Dr. Crew, the School Superin-
tendent, together -with Mr. Katkow and community, business,
industry, and school staff personnel in attendance, parti-
cipants in the program were congratulated on the realization
of a program that proved to have a significant affect on
the students who were reached through the APT. This program
recognized the students through whose assistance the peer
to peer communication process was brought to a successful
conclusion. All three of the local television stations
were present to record the event. This activity helped
launch a drive labeled "Education is Everybody's Business."
Summary
The material referred to in this chapter is material
collected over a period of a year. It reflects the nature
of activities in which the author was engaged to gather the
data that is reported in Chapter III by attendance at meet-
ings, by organizing and administering work with subordi-
nates, by working with regional teams to encourage them to
develop samples and materials and processes on their own..
The author was able .to generate an interest and an ever
widening circle of involvement in this project. The
fact that this was done is perhaps one of the most signifi-
cant features of this report. The extent to which other
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people are involved in a project will, to a great degree,
indicate the extent to which the project can sustain
itself and be replicated. That is the emphasis that was
characteristic of every effort throughout this project.
CHAPTER IV
EVALUATING THE STUDY
Sequence of the Study
The overall development of this pilot study was
a rather slow-moving deliberate effort. It was char-
acterized by extensive planning, broad involvement of
personages- -including staff as well as outside individ-
uals- -and then a cautious step by step approach toward
the implementation of the activities that had been agreed
upon as necessary in order to achieve the desired goal.
The goal throughout this effort was to develop a pilot
study at two centers in Baltimore City Public Schools
that would provide an opportunity to demonstrate the
effectiveness of business, industry, and government work-
ing hand in hand with education to attack a speciric
problem, namely, absenteeism. The following pages describe
fully the sequence of efforts in this study
.
Planning Meetings
Meetings were scheduled with the representatives
of B.U.S.T. to develop the idea and explore the possibility
of conducting an experiment involving this organization
with the Department of Education. These planning meetings
were held at breakfast sessions, as were meetings with
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other common-interest groups such as the Police Community
Relations Division. Other meetings were held with mem-
bers of the staff of the Division of Educational Services
to determine the extent of involvement of staff at the
central office level as well as to arrange for the involve-
ment of persons at the regional level to conduct the study.
In addition, the assistant superintendent, the author of
the project, met with peers as well as superior officers
to report planning that had taken place.
Visits to Offices of
Participating Members
oT~ the Study
Personal visits were arranged so that the author
of the project, accompanied by key members involved in the
study, made personal visits to the offices of C&P Telephone
Company, the Gas and Electric Company, the schools that
were chosen- as sites for the pilot study, and the neigh-
boring business sections adjacent to the schools involved.
These visits occurred between September and November of 1975.
Examination of the Literature
Concurrent with the effort of conducting the plan-
ning meetings and visiting the offices of participanting
groups in the study was the author's examination of litera-
ture that applied to absenteeism. The author visited the
library and studied the current publications, selecting
ideas that would suggest approaches to be used in develop-
ing the pilot study at the two school centers. The literature
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was significant in that there was guidance to be had from
reports of the experiences of persons or groups that had
attempted, in any way, to deal with the problem. The ef-
forts that were reported in these instances helped to
determine the kinds of experiences that would be innova-
tive and. practical for the purposes of the study.
Reporting Progress and
Revising Plans
From September 1975, continuously, until the end
of the project reports were requested and there were op-
portunities for the project persons working on this study
to report progress and to revise plans related to the study.
A most significant stage of this reporting occurred between
September and January, at which time the reporting was
from the standpoint of the author concerning the liaison
person involved in the study- -to the organizations, busi-
ness, and industries that were involved in sponsoring and
reporting the study. Representatives of key committees
in B.U.S.T. wanted reports from the author and members of
her staff in order to learn exactly what had taken place
on a day-to-day basis. These reports were documented and
constituted a part of the background for the evaluation of
the progress made. They also served as a support factor
in making vital decisions on the selection of sites, the
operation at the sites, and modifications of plan opera-
tions
,
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Site Activities Prior t o
February 1376
Paralleling the meetings being held by the author
of this study were meetings held at each of the school
sites. At Douglass High School, the Regional Superinten-
dent ' s Planning Team met with the members of the staff of
Douglass Senior High School to design a plan for implement-
ing the project. Representatives of the teaching staff,
including the teacher whose class was to be particularly
active in the implementation of the idea, the Assistant
Principal, Guidance Counselors, and students participated
in the planning for the project that was to begin in Feb-
ruary 1976. The arrival of the training kits from the
telephone company in January 1976, provided an opportunity
for the teacher of the class to work with the students in
developing telephone techniques and learning how to use
the instruments.
At Hampstead Hill Junior High School a different
kind of activity was taking place. This activity was
characterized by the less enthusiastic involvement of the
principal and the assistant principal who was designated
to be the person responsible for seeing that the project
got started. The level of enthusiasm for involvement in
the project was not as high at the outset at Hampstead Hill
as it was at Douglass Senior High School because Hampstead
Hill had a different level of inner motivation. The
school had been chosen not only for the pilot study for
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project APT but had received a second notice of another
pilot study to be launched there, namely, project AIM
which would begin In February of 1976. The fact that the
school would be the focus of two studies, coming from
opposite directions, was not accepted with enthusiasm
at the very outset and this lack of enthusiasm affected
adversely the planning for the implementation of project
APT. Because of this difference in the site activities
prior to February 1976, this report will further describe
later in this document both the quality and the ways in
which this Involvement differed and grew at each site.
Operation "Go" February
toMky, T3?6
During the first week in February 1976, five
telephone units were installed at each of the sites. These
phones were made operable and were used from the first
week of February continuously until their removal in May
1976. Forms were used to record the information gathered
by a pupil calling a peer. Throughout the study, forms
were used to provide assignments for the students so they
would know what persons to call (See Appendix A) . Calls
were being made at designated times in each of the centers
and the compiled data were submitted at the close of each
session to a pupil monitor or an aide counselor, depending
on the plans made at the specific site. Further informa-
tion is given in this chapter on the effectiveness of the
process developed at each of the school sites.
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On-going Assessment Activities
From the minute telephones were installed in the
two school centers, constant evaluation and assessment of
the success of the efforts was going on. This on-going
assessment was shared by the persons who were working with
the author of this dissertation to pilot the program- -the
liaison worker, business, industry, government, and coor-
dinators who worked in the office of the Division of
Educational Services.
At another level, the staff assigned to the school
building itself, and involved directly in the management
of the peer telethon program examined the success with
which they were reaching their clients, the absentees.
They are also noting the effectiveness of the persons who
were on site--the students in school--who were making
calls. There was complete freedom for each staff to
modify plans as their on-going assessment dictated the
need for doing so. Visits were made by representatives
of the industries and businesses concerned with the pro-
ject, as well as by the media to capture the effectiveness
of the project in its operation. The reports appeared in
the daily paper as well as in bulletins issued within the
organizations sponsoring the project--the business and
industry and government worlds. The author had sought
and received cooperation from the Office of Pupil Program
Monitoring services. A report from that office is included
as a portion of Appendix B of the study.
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Designs for Measurement Created by the
Regions and Site Leaders and Participants
At each of the school sites data were collected
pertaining to the attendance of the students being tele-
phoned with specific information about the students who
were doing the telephoning. Each of the pilot centers
submitted this data to the guidance office or to the
assistant principal's office. The data were studied and
the ensuing reports reflected (a) the total number of
students called;, (b) the total number of students who were
called and came back to school; (c) the response, if any,
of the student to the call; and (d) the total number of
students who were reclaimed by the schools from the absentee
or truancy files and "converted" to a pattern of regular
attendance. A collection of samples of forms used by the
two school sites is included as a portion of Appendix A
of this report.
An evaluation design was developed for each of the
pilot centers so that as data were gathered the students
along, with the leader of the pilot program in that school
site, would be able to form some basis for continuing witb
their patterns of calling or for modifying the steps taken
after a child returned to school.
During the second stage the pupil's grade, or the
pupil's section or class, was decided for the duration of
the project at both centers. Identifying the grade and
section or class where students were located helped to
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pinpoint the concentrations of absenteeism and identified,
in some cases, factors that might affect the child's
attendance
.
Third, the author and members of the teams who
worked on-site attempted to gather what other follow-up
information was available concerning interactions with
returning pupils during a vestibule-type of session or a
returning session. The opportunities made for interaction
among teachers, counselors, parents, business persons,
and others were included in the data collected. The
schools reported this information using specific forms
that were circulated to the participants (see the
collection of forms in Appendix A)
.
Another dimension of measurement that was created
by the regions and the site leaders was the involvement
of students and parents in reporting to their own school
or community the highlights of this program. These reports
were informal as well as formal presentations.
In February 1976, special reports were made to
the executive cabinet of the Baltimore City Public Schools
at which time participants in the program described their
initial reactions as well as the intent and overall plan
of the program as it was conducted in each of the school
sites. The author of the project reported at this time
with members of her staff. This formal presentation
served as a progress report in the conduct of the study.
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Reaction to the Project by Central
Office Staff
There was a steady flow of correspondence between
the author of this project and members of her staff who
were involved with the project at one level or another.
The liaison person between business, industry, and govern-
ment reported regularly to the assistant superintendent
about the progress observed in the program at Douglass
Senior High School and Hampstead Hill Junior High School.
The consensus of these reports was that the greater success
of the program at Douglass Senior High School was reflected
in the quality of reports that came.
The alienation that prevailed between the liaison
worker and the members of the staff at Hampstead Hill Junior
High School was evidenced by the. fact that the liaison
worker recommended that the project at Hampstead Hill Junior
High School immediately be sharply modified or the entire
program at the school withdrawn. This kind of reaction
from central office staff created a need for an "in-house"
decision. The liaison worker was advised to continue with
the study of progress being made at Douglass Senior High
School and permit the author of this dissertation to visit
Hampstead Hill Junior High School. The author felt that
an on-site modification in approach might insure a higher
level of involvement on the part of the' staff as well as
the pupils in the effort.
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The author visited the Hampstead Hill Junior
High School site with the director of the Office of Pupil
Program Monitoring Services. One purpose of this visit
was to introduce the director of this special testing
bureau in the Baltimore City Public Schools to the staff
at Hampstead Hill. The second purpose was to see to what
extent the report that the author had received from the
liaison worker was substantive. The third purpose was to
make immediate recommendations for modification in acti-
vities if the need was evident.
As a result of this visit in early March, the
author discovered that there was an element of confusion
persisting at Hampstead Hill Junior High School. This
confusion resulted from the following forces : (a) the
introduction of a concurrent program in attendance moni-
toring, namely AIM: (b) the illness of the assistant
principal who was scheduled to go into the hospital for
eye surgery, but who was on the site and perhaps function-
ing at less than his usual ability because of personal
trauma that he was undergoing; (c) the absence of the.
principal from the scene due to the flu; and (d) the need
for a physical realignment of the site center for the
project
.
As a result of observing the four forces listed
above and noting the deleterious effect they were having
on the program at Hampstead Hill, the author recommended
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to the assistant principal, the aide who was present, as
well as to the custodial staff who were called to the
scene, that instead of having the telephones where stu-
dents were facing each other and working at a long table,
that plans be made to secure carrels. Each carrel was
to be installed with one of the telephones. These carrels
were to be secured over a wTeekend and installed for im-
mediate use.
A third suggestion made by the author to this
staff was that an immediate adjustment be made to the
appearance of the site center, so that even though the
room was used by the workers in the AIM project, those
workers could enter and leave the room without disturbing
the work being done by the students on the telephone with
project APT. This meant simply moving the lockers that
contained the wraps and materials of the AIM workers from
a far corner of the room to the doorway or the room. It
meant, then, that the AIM workers could enter the room
without coming all the way in and having to pass the APT
students to secure their wraps. These simple recommenda-
tions for physical changes within the site of Hampstead
Hill made dramatic changes in the 'attitudes of the persons
participating in the PAT program at Hampstead Hill. From
that visit on, there was improvement in attitudes and
renewed effort on the part of the students as well as those
directing the program. They seemed to feel that they had
a definite purpose and that they were able to achieve it.
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The Superintendent gave impetus to the effort by-
encouraging a report-out of the progress in this program
to the entire executive cabinet. This alone served to
inspire the participants in the program. They now believed
that what they were doing was worthwhile, that the ques-
tions and- responses of the executive cabinet to the efforts
being made reflected the endorsement of the central office
to their efforts. This type of central office encourage-
ment inspired the students who were present, as well as
the principals and. staff participants, to return to their
school sites and continue with the project, to concentrate
on having pupils who were being called or telephoned
return to school in greater numbers.
Press Releases on the Study
From September 1975, continuously, until May 1976
reports were filed with the local newspapers and media
coverage was provided for following this project. These
releases noted that in the course of the program from
September until January absenteeism was the number one
problem in urban education. From September until February
the fact that the B.U.S.T. organization was involved with
fighting crime was another focus. From September until
January the fact that the Superintendent recognized ab-
senteeism as a deterrent to the success of the educational
process was a third focus. These releases were timed so
that a high level of awareness was created within the
Baltimore community on the need for an attack on absenteeism.
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With this awareness being created through the press
releases, the report that appeared in February describing
the beginning of a program involving business and industry
in Baltimore to attack absenteeism was a welcome kind of
news. Later reports covered the interviews that were held
with students involved in the project and emphasized the
innovativeness of this particular effort. Between Feb-
ruary and May of 1976 the press coverage featured what was
actually happening on the school sites. The final press
conference, held in May of 1976, identified the worth of
the effort, congratulated the participants in the project,
and reported to the public at large the fact that the
children who were engaged in doing the telephoning were
benefitted as well as those who were encouraged to come
to school. The final release by the press in May 1976
had as its caption New Baltimore City Public School Theme:
Education is Everybody's Business. This headline indi-
cated that education is everybody's business. It is
Baltimore City Public Schools' new theme and was hj-gh-
lighted by Mayor Schaefer at a recent press conference
lauding the anti-absenteeism project --Absentee Peer
Telethon (APT) . The article stated that Business United
to Stop Trouble (B.U.S.T.) with key donations from the
telephone, and gas and electric companies. On the front
page of this release are pictures of the representatives
of the telephone company; the Baltimore Gas and Electric
Company; Mayor Schaefer, the Mayor of Baltimore Ciuy;
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Superintendent of Public Schools, John L. Crew;- Chairman
Herman Katkow of Project B.U.S.T.; and Assistant Super-
intendent Pearl Brackett, author of this report. This
press release highlighted the study in that it demonstrated
the effectiveness of the initial stages of virtually as-
sured the continuation of the project or modifications
of this program in the future.
Altitudinal Measurements of the
Pupils Involved
One objective of the evaluation that was designed
by the Office of Pupil Program Monitoring was to collect
information that would present the attitudinal measurement
of the pupils being telephoned and of those pupils who were
not telephoned. In order to do this the Office of Re-
search sent a staff person to each of the school sites
to interview a number of students who were back in school
as a result of being telephoned. A random sample of stu-
dents who were not telephoned and who were not involved
in any way in the program was secured. This random group
came from a class that was not involved in the project
and the statistics gathered by this research section
showed that there was little if any difference in the
attendance pattern of twelfth graders at Douglass Senior
High School. If a child was a habitual absentee student,
the pattern of attendance by that student did not make a
significant change between February and May of 1976.
The same period of time was studied for the attendance
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pattern of a similar group of children in grade twelve
from February to May of 1975. The fact that there was
little, if any, difference in the attendance pattern
statistics for twelfth grade students in these two per-
iods of time indicated to the author that by the time a
student reaches grade twelve, he has examined the possi-
bilities of success in high school and has pretty much
determined whether school is going to be a significant
factor in his life or not. The use of a telephone is of
little significance in making a difference to that child
at that age, and cause him to return to school.
The author feels, however, that the sampling of
this study was so narrow that little, if any, reliance
should be placed on the data provided. In other words,
it was really too early to know.
A general consensus, however, among the pupils
who were participating in the project at- both sites
,
seemed
to be that this was a worthwhile endeavor. They considered
it worthwhile because in many instances the pupils them-
selves who made the telephone calls developed an under-
standing of the frustrations felt by the person being
called. They were able to withhold their resentment at
some of the language being used on them. They learned
to withhold judgment of the person and to be persistent
in their endeavors to have that student return to school.
This discipline was valuable for the student doing the
calling
.
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Another dimension of peer development was that
the child who was aggressive and resentful and very often
abusive upon receiving the first call later became a
little more understanding and tolerant of the caller after
receiving several calls. This increased the percentage of
children. who did respond favorably to the calls and who
came to school. The fact that students did come back to
school, the fact that there was an award and recognition
for the callers who were able to encourage students to
come back to school resulted in esprit de corps, which was
a necessary ingredient in school attendance. This feel-
ing of camaraderie, i.e. , which developed in some in-
stances, helped to provide an atmosphere of being wanted
on the part of the child who has been a potential drop-
out, or a push-out, from the school. Just this change in
attitude was significant in the child's pattern of at-
tendance.
An area of reaction which is not yet fully ex-
plored is the area that results in the change in the pro-
gram offered in the classroom for those students who had
-developed a turned-off attitude towards school and were
the so called drop-outs. In some instances teachers
made a conscientious effort to modify their programs with-
out diluting them but to modify and adjust their programs
so that they were more appealing. In the case of the
students who attended Douglass High School, an opportunity
was provided for the students to return to the school with
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as little "fanfare" as possible to save them embarrass-
ment. This development of sensitivity to the feelings of
students in overcoming this stigma of being so called
school "rejects” was a vital step towards modifying the
other things that happened in the classroom. The princi-
pal of the school attempted to work with faculty and
staff and make adjustments on the spot, if necessary, in
order to create a healthy environment for the pupils as
well as for the teachers involved in the project.
In the Hampstead Hill Junior High School, where
the school was on a double shift, there was a decided need
for growth on the part of the administrative leadership
in the building. This was deduced during the conference
held between the principal of the school and the author
of this project at which the principal admitted that there
was extreme difficulty in being accepted as a leader in
that particular building. The racial overtones, not
only from the administrative end but at the faculty level
deterred the principal from making strides in decision
making that ought to have been made and should have been
made without challenge. The posture of the principal in
this instance, in as much as she was new to the situation,
was to travel carefully, to adopt a "walk-on-eggs" approach,
and to not push too hard for change. This negative atti-
tude of administrative leadership was reflected in kind
by the participants of the program from pupils as well a
participants in the program who were the aides leading the .
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program, and the assistant principal. They did not make
changes even though they recognized the need for changes.
They needed prodding, which they did get, but which should
have been a matter of internal handling.
The students, however, who participated in the
program at Hampstead Hill Junior High School made remark-
able progress in their own group dynamics. They developed
habits of arriving promptly to their stations to make their
calls. The fact that they were junior high school students
on a part-time schedule, coming in at two different periods
of time, meant that it was a sacrifice on their part in
remaining after their school day had officially ended.
Those who attended the morning part-time classes stayed
late. Others attending afternoon part-time classes came
anead of their regular school schedule. This commitment
to the project was above and beyond that that had to be
demonstrated at Douglass Senior High School.
At Douglass Senior High School the time given for
the program itself was a part of the regular class time
for the twelfth grade class in business where this pro-
ject was conducted. It is significant that we recognize
the commitment of the junior high school children to the
program by their own personal sacrifice in a half-hour
given before their regular school day, or after their
regular day, to see that the program moved.
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Crime in the Pilot Areas Before,
During, and After the Study
The author of the study approached Judge Robert
Karwacki who is the judge handling juvenile court and
asked the following three questions of him: What records
are available which will indicate the number of school
age children who are incarcerated or remanded to the courts
because of commiting crimes during school hours? How many
cases were reported between February and May of 1976 on
a month by month basis? What number of these cases were
committed by children who were students at Douglass Senior
High School or Hampstead Hill Junior High School? These
three questions when directed to Judge Karwacki elicited
the following response:
Our courts do not have this information. We do
not keep information that reflects the specifics
of school attended, and we do not gather statis-
tics that would reflect the month by month in-
formation that you are requesting. The adjust-
ment of the child of school age is made at the
intake level at juvenile services in the police
department. The best path to pursue to gather
any information, even though this information
will not reflect the precise statistics that you
are requesting would be to contact the juvenile
intake department and talk to the regional super-
visor there.
Judge Karwacki went on to explain that only 30% of the
caseload of juvenile crime could be gathered from his
records and that it would be insufficient in its nature to
be of help to me in making this study.
In pursuing the search for statistics on crime in the
pilot areas where this study was being made, the author
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discovered that there is no record kept that identifies
the number of crimes committed, by school-age children
during school hours; that the relationship to the petty
theft that occurs in neighborhoods to the incarceration
or handling by the courts of cases is nil. The general
pattern of handling is to bring a youngster in, make no
formal arrest, counsel the parents, keep minimal and
scattered records, if any, of the event, and return the
child to the school. This, of course, is part of the
cycle of having the child returned figuratively and in
many cas.es literally to the streets. The lack of informa-
tion available on crime committed by school-age children
was significant in that it showed that even though the
problem was of concern to the business community, it did
not show up in the statistics of crime that are reported
and kept by the police department.
Evaluation Report by the Office
of Pupil Program Monitoring
On a separate occasion the Director of the Office
of Pupil Program Monitoring met with the author of the
project and described the nature of evaluation that he
perceived as being important to discovering (a) whether
there was significant data that could be gathered in a
three month period of time; (b) the implications of
future handling of the project in terms of what was ob-
served; and (c) the recommendations for modifications of
the program that would be outgrowth of the materials
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observed. The author explained to the Director the limi-
tations; that there was need for professional help in types
of analysis and research techniques and asked that the
study be made in a way that could be easily interpreted and
understood; and that the significance of the study be ap-
parent in its pertinence to future action. The sum and
substance of the information gathered in the Office of
Pupil Program Monitoring showed that pupils and parents
had definite attitudes toward calling and/or being called.
In many Instances the caller learned self-discipline. This
office also reported that through his analysis of the im-
pact of the project on the attendance habits of students
involved the results were nil. He recommended a greater
span of time for the project in order to develop a signi-
ficant study.
General Consensus
The previous sections of this chapter have dwelt
on how the study came about
,
the stages of evaluation and
the settings for evaluation and measurement of the study,
and the significance of the information that was gathered.
The general consensus was that the project and the idea
which spurred the involvement of persons in the project
were worthwhile. The significance of the use of telephones
as a tool toward having peer-counsel-peer is of great mag-
nitude in that students learn to respect the fact that
other students have problems. The person being called
gradually became aware of the fact that somebody, somewhere,
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cared whether or not he was in or out of school. Finally,
and most important of all, was the awakening on the part
of a number of teachers to the fact that their approach
toward educating youngsters had to be modified, adjusted,
and readjusted in order to capture a youngster's interest,
meet his needs, and hold him in the school program. In
cases where teachers and counselors and administrators were
open to suggestions and were sensitive to the need for
change, and change was affected, the success of this pro-
ject was quite evident. This was particularly true in
both Douglass Senior High School and Hampstead Hill Junior
High School. Ture, progress was made at different rates
at both centers but progress was made.
The author of this project entered into the program
believing that this would reveal another dimension of work-
ing with students, working with adults who were from
various walks of life, and effecting a change in the deli-
very of educational services. That was the author's point
of view. The results seemed overwhelmingly in favor of
pursuing this path.
Business, industry, government, and education must
share in the common problem of having children, students,
young adults come to school through a combination of effort;
through a pooling of funds and resources; and through an
on-going plan for evaluating and monitoring the activities
involved in these efforts. The author believes that edu-
cation in an urban center can be positively affected. One
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of the attachments to this chapter is a copy of an article
published by a neighborhood paper that indicated that
Baltimore, being a city of many small communities, has
tremendous pride in its accomplishments (see Appendix C)
.
This neighborhood newspaper reflects the fact that the
program at Hampstead Hill Junior High School was a wel-
comed addition to the effort being made in that community
to improve the life style of that community. A second
letter that was received by the author came from an agency,
and it reflected the frustration experienced by this state
agency unable to provide significant data to indicate
whether juvenile delinquency was directly related to the
lack of attendance in school, the need for other types
of social services, or the relationship of the juvenile
authorities to the education department. The fact that
the author, who represented a high office in the government,
would put in writing his concern over the lack of infor-
mation and the need for an orderly gathering of information
is significant. The author of this dissertation feels
that steps will be taken to gather records that would
reflect the numbers of school-age children who are in-
volved in misdemeanors during the school hours. Having
this type of information available and documented should
be of value to the persons employed in business, industry,
and government, as well as those in education who seek
to make a change in the patterns of learning.
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An important contribution to the evaluation of
the entire study are the expressions of interest and the
expressions of hope that were made in unsolicited fashion
from the students involved in the project. When these
students were interviewed on television and asked the
question- -How did this project help? They responded,
"I think its a good idea. I think if we try long enough
,
it will work.”
CHAPTER V
FROM THE AUTHOR'S WORLD
The author believes children have a right to go
to school. And the author believes that the schools have
a responsibility to the students and their parents; but
more important, the author believes that the home should
provide the setting for proper nurturance and expect of
the school a delivery of services that should be taken for
granted in today's society. Having 37 years of public
school service- -in the same system- -might have lulled
the author into an acceptance of the status quo, the
accumulating years generating a feeling of satisfaction
that things must be going "right" or one wouldn t still
be around. Such was not the case, however. During the
last ten years, the author has come to realize that things
are far from "right” in education; that things are far
from "right" in public education; that things are far
from "right" in urban education. For the author it was
a rude awakening.
This awakening came about when the author was
given the assignment to develop a program of community
education in an urban setting. The reaction of the bureau-
crats of the educational field was one of great antagonism
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and fear. Fear that suddenly the community, the parents,
the citizens at large would begin to peep over their
shoulders and get an idea of what education really was
ail about and what things are really happening in the
schools--in the corridors; in the lavatories; the class-
rooms; the basements; the auditorium; in the school yards.
This fear permeated everything that was said about com-
munity education.
The second significant learning on the part of the
author was that the community itself had little, if any,
confidence in the bureaucratic structure of the educational
school system. Developing a plan to establish some level
of trust and understanding was the commitment that the
author assumed when she accepted the role of assistant
superintendent in charge of community education. Forming
councils, establishing centers for training with staff,
parents, and youth learning together, were ideas that
revolutionized some and were a matter of course to others.
On more than one occasion, walking this thin line meant
that the author had to come to grips with her relation-
ship to her own peers. Through dealing with peers at an
administrative level, and at management level, the author
was able to open up discussions about having parents,
having communities, having business people, have a say
in what happened in the educational arena.
This project is a direct outgrowth of the kinds
of experiences the author has had in the last ten years
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m trying to develop an openness about where learning
takes place and how learning takes place.
The review of the literature convinced the author
that absenteeism, truancy, drop-outs, and push-outs are
not a matter of age or race or sex, but rather a matter
of commitment. The literature convinced the author that
just as the author had to develop a peer relationship in
order to deal with persons and top management in an urban
school system, so to could students, through a peer rela-
tionship, affect the behavior and modify each other's
values
. Hence, this project itself is an outgrowth of
all the things that for years have been a part of the
learning of the author.
The projects that were attempted in two sections
of the city grew in magnitude and significance as spin-off
activities developed. At its inception this project was
to involve two schools in different sections of the. city
using business and industry to provide the technical
know-how and the equipment so that students could call
students who would then, hopefully, return to school.
This project went far beyond that. The unraveling of
activities is the significant part of the entire study.
The Backdrop for the Emergence
of the Pilot Project
The office in which the author currently serves
has been hard at work developing projects to fill the
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assessed needs as the study of absenteeism and truancy
progressed.
This narrative provides some background infor-
mation on the project development.
The world is becoming increasingly complex and
subject to change; people, more than ever, are dependent
on each other. In such a world, education, it would
appear
,
becomes an
-important tool for adaptation and for
survival itself. Yet, formal education is demeaned.
Today educati.on is often viewed irrelevant; leaders in
the field often disagree on the aims of education and
the educational process to achieve stated goals. This
lack of conviction by educational leaders is reflected
by the increasing number of youngsters who regard school
attendance or the quest for education as "a drag" at best
and, at worst, as an imposition to be terminated at the
earliest date. These students withdrew from school through
utilizing a variety of techniques; first, they may develop
pat earns or habitual absenteeism at an early age, often
in elementary school; then they develop selective truancy
(absent from designated classes); then they become chronic
absentees. Finally, they withdraw from school upon reach-
ing the minimum attendance age.
That this problem is on the rise is demonstrated
by the willingness of local, state and federal agencies to
fund activities designed to reduce the number of students
who drop out." Yet, activities so far conceived by
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these agencies have spawned few workable solutions. They
have merely demonstrated that retaining certain students
in school until graduation is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult. A recent survey of Education Index for the years
1972-1976, reveals only twenty articles devoted to drop-
out prevention. Of these articles, nine describe the
"drop-out"; the remaining articles describe programs de-
signed to meet the needs of the potential "drop out."
Among the descriptions of the drop-out the follow-
ing characteristics emerge:
-most are bored or disinterested in school or
major school subjects;
-most have a pattern of poor academic achievement;
-many may have been retained in grade at least once
-many have maladaptive behavior;
-many view school as meaningless;
-many have frequent patterns of poor school
attendance
.
These characteristics are often reinforced by the
educational system which places value on conformity to a
group. Thus, students who exhibit maladaptive behavior
withdraw because the school often fails to help them in
clarifying their own goals and values or because the school
fails to validate for them the fact that education does
truly provide a tool for future use.
While most students do not withdraw from school,,
evidence indicates many of them often view school as "mean-
ingless,” "irrelevant," or "boring," In many systems these
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attitudes are expressed through an:
-increase in disruptive behavior within schools and
classrooms
;
-increase in absenteeism at secondary levels;
-increased demand for curriculum revision;
-increased demand for more relevant education,
especially at the secondary school level.
Nationwide, both educators and the general com-
munity alike are beginning to demand a revision of the aims
and purposes of education in our society. A basic change
is demonstrated by the fact that school attendance is
presently viewed as the "job" of citizens under sixteen
years of age. School-age youngsters, accordingly, have no
real role in the greater society. They are in fact "cut off"
from the larger society. Thus, it becomes the purpose of
schools to provide a microcosm of society which can serve
to orient the child to his future role in the larger
society. Schools must, therefore, be restructured to
incorporate this change in emphasis, and the curriculum
must be redesigned.
Schools, heretofore, have developed programs on a
piecemeal basis to attack or alleviate faulty behavioral
manifestations. Programs have been designed to "help
return drop outs,” provide alternative programs, or in-
stall new instructional packages. The success of the
programs has simply demonstrated that what is required is
often a major overhaul of the school curriculum and educa-
tional organization. A survey of outstanding school
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programs reveals that the most successful have at least
three of the following elements
:
-basic skills program;
-parent involvement
;
-staff development;
-elementary or senior high school-based;
-strong administrative program support.
In successful programs students retained an inter-
est in their schooling and generally exhibited a lower
r
a
*- e school withdrawal than those enrolled in schools
not having special programs. The May 1976 NASSP Bulletin
devotes five articles to suggested changes for secondary
education in the 1970 's that pertain to this area of con-
cern. These recommendations include:
-helping the individual;
-utilizing the total environment;
-changing teaching strategies.
A change to these emphases will help the school's
purpose
.
A subsequent Baltimore task force on Pupil Ac-
counting, in January 19/5, cited the following factors as
contributors to excessive student absences:
1. Student use of drugs.
2. Negative attitudes of teacher and administrators
toward students.
3. Some children have children of their own at home.
4. Jobs in the evening.
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5. Rules that send students back home for "late"
notes.
. .students simply go back and stay.
6. Ineffective handling of students by teachers.
7. Family problems; care for younger (pre-school)
brothers and sisters.
8. Physical illness and mental fatigue.
9. Can’t "hack" the rigid curriculum.
10. No release between curriculum and lives of students.
11. School is boring.
12. Unpreparedness on part of students.
13. Substitutes not qualified to handle subject
assigned to teach.
14. Suspensions: many students do not return from
suspensions
.
15. Gannot afford school: class ring, dues, etc.
16. Rebelling against system.
17
. Students cannot choose school they desire (parents
interfere)
.
18. Poor bus service: not enough buses going to the
schools that need them most; buses pass up students
waiting at stops.
19. Parents do not teach children the value of school
and an education.
20. Parents not "hipped" to student "tricks" in
hooking school.
21. Lack of communication between faculty and students.
22. Dress code: hats, midriffs, hair styles, etc.
23. Students cannot deal with themselves.
24. No place for students to go to get help for them-
selves with problems
.
William VanTil, "The Nine Crucial Issues in
Secondary Education," NASSP Bulletin, May 1976, pp . 98-105.
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25. School too lenient in enforcing attendance laws.
26. Poor physical condition of some schools.
27. Poor student grade level placement.
28. Lack of student voice in running school.
29. Repetitious course material from grade level to
grade level.
30. Poor student- student relations (fights, threats
etc
.
)
.
31. Lack of extra-curricula activites.
32. Poverty.
33. Poor recordkeeping: students are often in school
but marked absent.
These responses originated with senior high school
students and Scudent Communications Representatives and
were very similar to the findings of an earlier Study Group
on Attendance even though the prior report largely re-
flected a staff viewpoint.
Educators in Baltimore City and in the nation view
the. problems of high absenteeism and increasing early
voluntary withdrawals as inter-related. In Baltimore this
belief nas evolved into a. system-wide effort to identify
and alleviate the cause of high absenteeism. All success-
ful efforts in reducing absenteeism, they believe, will
result in a subsequent decrease in the withdrawal (drop-
out) rate.
In line with the recommendations of both the Task
Force on Pupil Accounting and the Study Group on School
Attendance/Dropout, the Baltimore City Public Schools has
engaged in several pilot activities designed to:
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1. Determine the cause of ''dropping out" or high
absenteeism.
2. Determine a profile for the "at risk" students in
the Baltimore City Public Schools.
3. Reduce the rate of high absenteeism among students.
Within the past year, these activities have been
broadened to include the following activities
:
Student Facil itators in the Guidance Process
—
Students are counseled by other students (peer, counseling)
in the resolution of problems of behavioral adjustment
and/or scholastic achievement.
APT-
-Attendance Peer Telethon -
-Direct telephone
calls are made to the home of absent students by peers.
The callers usually inquire as to the reason for absence
and request that the student return. Returning students
are received by a teacher. (Project reported in this
study and spearheaded by the author.)
AIM- -At tendance Improvement Monitoring - -The most
ambitious program to date. Using funds from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, one hundred workers (most from
the community), this project identified students who
have been absent forty days or more in the first semester
of 1975-1976 and attempts to locate them and return to
school. Non-returns over sixteen who withdraw are inter-
viewed. Students who are contacted are interviewed as to
the causes of absenteeism.
Conference for Employers and Educators, 1975 - -Spon-
sored by the BCPS Office cf Guidance and Placement and the
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Voluntary Council on Economic Opportunity, this joint
conference focused on the needs of students entering the
world of work. Activities of the conference stressed the
need for career skills and competency in the basic skills.
The participants also made recommendations regarding the
continuous and active involvement of business, industry
and community in educational programs at all levels
.
These projects validate earlier findings that
indicate
:
-poor school attendance is a precursor of with-drawal;
-poor school. achievement is often a common denomi-
nator for withdrawing students;
-basic career orientation and skills are minimal
in many students entering the world of work.
Eatly reports also indicate student dissatisfaction
with school is often a reason for high absenteeism and sub-
sequent withdrawal. Students returning from either with-
drawal status or extended absences note that the condi-
tions which caused that withdrawal and/or absences are
often still present upon return.
Consideration for Further Action
According to the results of the survey, many "at
risk students dislike the school and/or the teacher.
They also express lack of interest in the school and its
curriculum. The components within the following suggestions
aim to relieve the alienation of students with the educa-
tional system, its personnel and the curriculum. The
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components are herewith enumerated along with a statement
regarding their selection:
1- BASIC AND SURVIVAL SKILLS
Every student should have a command of basic
writing and computational skills as well as the
skills necessary to allow him to successfully func-
tion in his daily tasks. Students who may drop-
out usually reflect poor academic achivement. This
component will allow for flexible scheduling of
core subjects to enabel the student to engage
in successful academic pursuits. Through the pro-
vision of small group instruction, students will
be able to acquire those basic skills which they
lack. Reading and mathematics laboratories will
also be utilized as part of this instructional
mode. Emphasis will be on the functionalization
of instruction and the human element of its devel-
opment so that the student can better achieve bis
full academic potential.
The human element will be provided by a Basic
Stcills Development Teacher who will arrange per-
sonalized instruction for the student in the area
he (the student) feels is most critical.
2 • GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING SERVICES
The lack of personal identity within a large
public school helps to limit contact between stu-
dents and scnool staff. Hence, drop outs frequently
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disappear from the school without having meaningful
interactions with resources that could result in
intervention on their behalf. The addition of
new staff does not seem to affect the trend of
potential drop outs to accomplish their departure
from the educational process. Likewise, current
budgetary problems in the city of Baltimore mandate
the maximum use of present staff. The priority
must be teaming for a more positive focus on the
needs of potential drop outs if the rate of school
leavers is to be significantly reduced. The
guidance component of the project focuses upon
developing a model for servicing students through
team efforts that will involve pupil- services
staff and teachers, as well as community resources.
The specific direction will be reality-based
and concerned with intervening in the withdrawal
process. The counselors and the project field
associate will serve as links between students and
che needed services. Other pupil-services staff
will provide social and psychological support
services to students, their families and school
staff.
Pupil Services .
--Many "drop-out prone" stu-
dents have behavioral or academic difficulties.
Utilizing techniques from, both guidance and
instruction, students will be presented with
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models useful for decision making or value
clarification. Through small group sessions,
students will be afforded an opportunity to
interact with others who have similar diffi-
culties. These services will serve as suppor-
tive services for both students and their parents.
Emphasis will be placed on enabling the student
to recognize his own values, attitudes, needs
and accomplishments and in helping him select
behaviors and careers compatible with his own,
goals and acceptable to society.
Parent Counseling .
--Parents
. too, are often
at 3. loss to deal with their "drop-out prone"
youngsters. This service will provide a forum
for parents to identify and attack their own
problems relative to their child. Where possible,
use will be made of resources within the community
which can support and supplement service to
parents on an on-going basis.
Advocacy Program for Student s . --Many "drop-
out prone" students feel "lost” within the educa-
tional system. Entering secondary schools from
smaller elementary schools, students often feel
that they have no real identity, that they do not
matter
,
or that the teacher does not know or does
not have time for them. This component would
develop a cadre of teachers and community resource
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persons who would act as an adult advocate or
big brother to the student. By pairing the
student or students with a receptive adult, it
is anticipated that the student will gain a
sense of identity and of belonging which is
vital to his continuance in school.
Peer_ Facilitators .
--This aspect of the
program would focus on the need for good human
relations between peers. Not only are many
students alienated from teachers and other
adults, they are also isolated from one another.
Through this program, ,!drop-out prone" students
would be afforded opportunities to interact with
other students on a one-to-one basis. It would
also afford an employment opportunity to those
students who may lack adequate financial support.
CAREER EDUCATION EXPLORATION AND EXPERIENCES
The development of educational resources
outside or the conventional school buildings will
provide an opportunity for students to apply some
of their basic skills in a more functional setting.
It will also provide a real-life background against
which they can measure their goals, interests and
abilities. These experiences will provide widen-
mg horizons for students as well as opportunities
for participation in a variety of work-related
experience. These explorations may include both
paid and unpaid work experiences depending upon
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the student's age, interests and abilities.
4
• IMIMI^FOR_STA^AND community resource persons
s f^
.
Training
.
-
-Much of the curriculum is
basic for adequate functioning in the modem
world; however, techniques of presentation of these
basic elements must be presented in terms of their
applications to modern life. Additionally,
teachers must be- further trained to respond in a
more personal way to students to reduce their
feelings of isolation and alienation.
Pre-service training will be provided for an
identified cadre composed of the project manager,
the Basic Skills Resource Development teachers,
department heads, administrators, aides, and all
counselors. This training will serve as orienta-
tion to the project, its goals and objectives.
Throughout the year, "monthly mini-workshops”
r
,*ill be conducted to focus on problem areas, new
techniques, and individualizing instruction in
various curriculum areas.
Resource Persons .
--This program
proposes the development of the city (community)
as an educational resource. Therefore, those
persons who will be involved in the educational
processes must be trained in those methods and
techniques which will most successfully meet the
project (educational) goals.
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These components will be developed for two non-
contiguous grade levels. During the first year, the model
of services will be developed for grades seven and nine
The services
' model will be continued in the second year
with new developmental activities for grades eight and
ten. Additionally, the target school for the tenth grade
model will be determined by the attendance choice of the
majority of continuing ninth grade students. Since all
students will not attend the same school, a model for
follow-through services to students at scattered sites
will be developed in the second year.
The plan of notion as developed represents a
proposed two-year time table. During the first year,
the staff would:
-develop a process for determining student needs.
-develop strategies and techniques for personal-izing students' instruction.
1
^Json with subject area teachers to help
youngs ters^
7 W3yS ° f workin§ with "at risk"
•
program® to reinforce basic skills orien-tation m a small group setting.
"obJIctivis
aiSOn With communit
y. to meet project
2
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esou
Yce to raise the skills of subjectarea teachers in school. J
-develop career education exploration sites forjunior high school students.
i"rL°P/n - SCh00l. Ca"eer education experienceso students the form of training for studentaides, peer facilitators, and child care aides.
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'center to\n^T f skllls developmento include xdentxrxed additional staff.
-develop a model for follow-through services tostudents at scattered high school siKI
-develop and implement planned dissemination toother interested school faculties.
-continue previous years' activities.
Major Implications of this Pilot Study
for Urban Education
The two case studies reported and documented re-
veal significant steps must be continued to be stressed.
The installation of telephones in these two pilot schools
has convinced the businesses, as well as the students
themselves, that one youngster, by speaking the same
language as another youngster, has a good chance of en-
couraging that youngster to accept the policy of mandatory
school attendance and make an attempt to conform to it.
The possibility is there is cases that do not include
the hard-core absentee. The need for help for the hard-
core absentee will take on dimensions that will not be
discussed in this report. With the chornic absentee, who
for reasons that might be less severe, having a one-on-one
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peer-to-peer relationship is a. distinct advantage. Psy-
chologists have reported that children are impressed more
by what their peers approve of than by things that can be
written or said in any other vein. The recommendation,
as a result of this study, is that more such peer-to-peer
approaches be established. At the beginning of the school
year, orientation sessions should be held in each of the
nine regions of our city, where youth will serve as
directors as well as participants, where plans should be
designed that will permit these relationships to function.
The energies of these youth should be focused, not only
on combating absenteeism, but on other problems and needs
as well. Children may then regard education as an important
vehicle in their lives.
Attendance as a Crime Deterrent
The theory prompting the experiment was that by
having children of mandatory school age in school during
school hours there will be a comparable reduction in the
amount of crime committed by school-age children at that
time. In addition, the recommendation is that law enforce-
ment officers join with the school, with business and
industry, and with those youth at- the age level where the
greatest incidents of crime occur, and design a plan where
mutual recognition can be developed. This will foster a
respect for the law, and an awareness on the part of
business people of the efforts of the law to assist the
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small businessman. It would stimulate Interest in the
educational process necessary to support these efforts in
a meaningful way by having children develop marketable
skills, and being tested on the ability to perform and
achieve
.
Businesses need to be involved in a broader spec-
trum for any success to be obtained not only in deter-
ring crime, but what is more important to the writer, is
a hunger for leaning on the part of some of the children.
Many students who are forced out or put out of school
because they have been turned off with the programs which
are being offered, turn to petty thievery, turn to petty
crimes as a lark. The businesses, by supporting an organ-
ization such as B.U.S.T. to a greater extent, will make it
possible for increased staff to be supplied by businesses
to work in the schools side by side with the teachers and
counselors as well as the youth, to design programs and
activities that will so challenge and interest the youth
tnat they, by themselves, return to school and become in-
volved.
Business, Industry, Government and
Education Belong Together
It is important that business accept the responsi
bility for taking a hand in the educational system; to
make it true that education is everybody's business. It
is also equally important that those who mete out justice
have knowledge of the avenues that are being designed
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through business, industry, and education so that youth
can be given a type of probation that will direct them
towards involvement in a meaningful way with an account-
ability level that would make it possible for them to
avoid being remanded once more to the courts. Far too
or ten, a child who is brought before a magistrate or a
judge is simply turned back into the streets into the
same setting that was the breeding ground for his dis-
illusionment and for some of the problems that he evi-
denced. Rather than do this, if the courts and the makers
of laws work with the schools and business and industry to
agree on steps and policies that can be used effectively
in preventive as well as corrective measures, the problem
will begin to be solved.
Puolic education has need for greater coordination
of use of funds for developing projects. Through the
pilot project that was begun last October, by the writer
of this report, namely APT, other projects came into being
overnight. In some instances persons were "crossing each
others lines." I mean by this, that the intention of both
groups and all groups were sound intentions. They were
directly related toward meeting a need evidenced by
youngsters; namely, having them return to school and having
school be the kind of interesting challenging place where
they could make progress. However, because there was no
corrdinated effort to channel funds
,
or to develop an
abstract of the project or the program that was being
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envisioned, certain geogrpahic sections were being neg-
lected while ethers were deluged with services. Since
there was not centralization where this was happening,
children and parents were overwhelmed in many instances
by offers of services which in some instances, subverted
the efforts. This subversion came about because they
could play one end against another. The truant officer
or the AIM visitor could come to the door at the same
time the telephone was ringing to ask that a youngster
come to school. Meanwhile, someone from law enforcement,
or another area, would be calling a parent into court.
Coordination of impact in an area would prevent these
cross purposes prevailing on one household. The youngster
would feel less "put upon" and more independent in choosing
to come to school. He would feel more assured that coming
to school would result in his personal needs being met
and his family's acceptance of him as an individual in-
creasing. A recommendation is therefore being made through
the writer that a clearinghouse in a 'public school system
be set up for handling of projects and activities that are
geared towards one goal y namely reducing absenteeism.
Training of all Types is Needed
Manifested throughout this project is the need for
extensive training sessions. These training sessions have
to be handled in a professional manner through either the
Office of Staff DeArelopment or through outside consultant
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help, but certainly with a coordinated task force or train-
ing team being developed. This coordinating team needs to
be made up of business and industry, higher education, the
public schools sector, as well as law enforcement officers
and youth. A small group of approximately 12 or 14 members
could be used as a team to set up and agree upon the pur-
poses for such training, the possible dates when such
training should occur, and the hours during which the train-
ing should occur, and the length of the time over which
<_he training should occur. They should agree upon the
number of opportunities for the training to be repeated
because this group would be extremely mindful of the value
of the time of the businessman, the limitations on the
time of the parent in attending training sessions, and
the necessity for the youth being involved and not lose
time from school. This is a dimension that needs to be
explored more carefully, perhaps with public education or
business taking the leadership.
Recognition--A Special Factor
in Making Progress
The involvement of the press and other media with
the Public Relations Office of the Baltimore City Public
Schools System was a very important factor in making es-
sential modifications as well as gaining immediate reactions
to the project. A recommendation which should come from
this experience should he that the press and the media he
involved in an on-going fashion with not only a project
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suah as this but in every activity that involves an attempt
on the part of an institution or an agency to make a differ-
ence in the lives of the constituents of that community
.
This project was set up with the help of a small business
group and the Department of Education. It, however, em-
braced many, many other factors. The extent to which
press coverage can be on-going should not depend upon
whether there is a press conference or not. The fact that
the meetings are open to the press will provide essential
opportuni. ties for the pub lie-at -large to know that efforts
are being maintained and developed further and that the
comments of all people are welcome comments as the project
is continually evaluated.
The youth involved in the project are more than
eager to see their names in print. If recognition is given
to those youth who are able to come up with, the best plans
for making positive changes in society as against those
youth who, because they are perpetrators of crime, get
their names in print, the news will be supportive and
encouraging. The extent to which we begin to flood the
press and other media with the positive efforts on the
part of a number of persons regardless of age or school
commitment or history of problems, and the extent to which
the media supports this endeavor, will be a determining
factor in the success of the effort to involve the schools
and business and industry in a continuing fashion.
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The recommendations, therefore, is that all
-plans
be developed with the Public Relations Division of the
Business and Industries coining with the Public Relations
Dvvision of the Department of Eduaation and government
%n pubhcrzing the meetings and sessions that are being
held as well as the report-out sessions that are being
maintained.
Too much cannot be said on the importance of
having adequate recognition and providing the types of
awards and certifications that are valued by parents,
businesses, youth, teachers, staff persons, security
guards, policemen, and courts
--you name them. There is
no one group that does not benefit and perhaps strive
even more, once it is recognized for a tiny effort. A
recommendation then would be that a part of the respon-
sibility of this task group or initial committee or team
would be to plan a systematic means of resogtiizing achieve-
ment. The form in which this achievement will take,
wnether it s a culminating achievement dinner or whether
there are periodic certificates to be given j whether they
are going to be concrete items to be presented such as
badges or "brownie points"; or give-aways that can be
earned, should be a matter considered by the team. The
point is that recognition should be a vital part of the
project and built into the project at the very outset.
Ill
Future Goals
This particular project did not involve the
institutes of higher education as fully as it might have.
Schoo^o that are responsible for teacher training should
oe involved in planning courses paralleling the experi-
ments that are going on in the field to meet needs such
as that of attacking absenteeism. The project that was
conducted during this current school year should be a
part of the files of the institutes of higher education
not only in Maryland but as a resource for any institution
of higher education. This should be a part of the dis-
cussion with the deans of schools of education so that one
°“ '”*ie emPhases that would be stressed as youth prepare
to be teachers
,
would be that they acquire the knowledge
of how to use techniques whereby peer relations can be a
vital force in affecting positive change. Youngsters
want to be a part of the educational system. Youngsters
recognize the significance of their participating in
the system building as well as they comprehend the
importance of the system to their development and growth.
The possibility of laboratories and centers being set
up in institutions of higher education as well as in the
school districts that make use of these teachers where
they can have practicum experiences working with projects
such as the one described in this report, would make a
distinct contribution to the background of information that
is so necessary now for teachers who must cope with educa-
tion in an urban setting.
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A basic recommendation growing out of this entire
study is that businesses and government coin together and
identify facilities that are suitable for use by volunteer
groups and volunteer personages who are interested in
bridging uhe gap in the education and experiences of
those youngsters who have missed time from school through
non-attendance. An illustration might be that a business
could have a building, which because of a restructuring
of use of facilities, causes this building to be an
abandoned building. They might have a vacant building
i_nat couid be utilized for space at specific times for
groups of volunteers under volunteer leadership to come
in and provide those mini-programs that would enable a
youngster to make up for the time lost from school.
These will not be substitute schools
. These will be
special laboratories for extension learning or extension
experiences
. If we call these centers something like
"S.L.E.E.P. " Sjpecial Laboratories for Extension Experi-
mental Programs 3 these S.L.E.E.P. centers can become a
vital force and contributing force to the educational
process
.
They can also serve the community at large
and be centers for rehabilitation and encourage persons
who might be reluctant to use a traditional school build-
ing to come into these buildings and participate.
One of the items of information reported in this
project was that the writer had had extensive experience
in working with community education. This experience has
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made a radical change in the author's views toward how
children learn, and how the community becomes a living
and vital part of city government and neighborhood pride
and growth. The opportunities given to people of varying
backgrounds
--educational, racial, religious, employment
and the like-
-to come together as well as people of various
ages are, as yet, an untested means to make the difference
m the future of America. It is the author's feeling
that once this is an accepted idea, rather than a threaten-
ing one-
-that having people of various groups organize
and meet for the purpose of improving their life style,
increasing their learning powers, and increasing their
vocational opportunities
--is health. This will produce
wealth, not necessarily in dollars and cents, but wealth'
irom the standpoint of increasing the opportunities of
persons to be independent and wanting to be independent
and refusing to accept a dole, but wanting to help each
other
.
Significance for Rapid Change
Toda}^ ' s society is in a state of revolution and
the revolution is directly related to the frustration
felt by millions of persons in urban centers when they
know that many doors are closed in their faces. Not
attending school is one reaction towards this frustration.
It is not an excuseable reaction, and the author at this
point is making no attempt to use it as basis for explain-
ing why children should not come to school. Being aware
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of the fact, however, that in an urban center it is very
easy when employment opportunities are limited, when
respect for individuals in courts of law and places of
business and in institutions and agencies, are perhaps
at an all time low because of lack of respect for the
considered opinion of those with whom the so called lead-
ers work, to oe turned off. When we avoid a mix and when
we deny a match then we create a separatism that breeds
the kind of revolt that America is experiencing in its
urban centers everywhere
.
The writer believes that to the extent a project
such as S.L.E.E.P. can be developed and implemented and
to the extent that funding can be provided, to that extent
only will there be a difference in the life style of the
drop-out; in the potential hard-core truant; to the
potential teacher who is going to "throw in the towel";
to the principal who is contemplating early retirement;
to the businessmen who are looking to the suburbs for
reestablishment of their businesses ; and to the law offi-
cers who are fearful of enforcing the law because of the
possible retaliation on the part of the offender . These
types of fears, these kinds of searching for "outs" will
be diminished and perhaps disappear as a project such as
S.L.E.E.P. is developed and implemented, encouraged, and
fostered. The writer gained the insight into the develop-
ment of this project S.L.E.E.P. through participating in
the implementation of this study.
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The review of the literature in the field, the
person-to-person contact with the business, education,
and government communities
,
the contact with the students
involved in the program convinced the author that there
is hope for urban communities. The hope, however, lies
within the community itself. The possibility of having
students return to school should parallel the efforts
to have the person on relief find a job; the teacher who
is constantly absent return to work; and the small busi-
nesses that are contemplating folding to open up and try
it again. This hope that the writer feels has come as
a result of participating in the project described.
Summary of Recommendations
As a result of the implementation of this pilot
project in two secondary schools in the Baltimore City
Public School System and as a follow-up to the many
conferences held with persons who were involved in various
stages of the development of the projects, the following
recommendations are offered.
1. That the office headed by the author continue in
its application for funds that will meet the
needs of the "at risk" students. The most recent
such report has been submitted and includes
emphasis on basic survival skills, guidance and
counseling services, career education exploration
and experiences , and the training for staff and
community resource persons. As described in
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this chapter, these components will be developed
for two non- contiguous grade levels.
2. Equally important is continued attention being
placed on extension of the project APT in having
a peer telethon relationship. This should be
expanded to include other centers. However, a
coordinator needs to be assigned to the overall
supervision of this project to insure that uni-
formity in plans, execution, and evaluation be
maintained.
3. The extension of increased funding needs to be
directed toward the B.U.S.T. organization, to
enable this organization to continue to work on
the many fronts that it has chosen in order to
stop trouble in the urban center of Baltimore City
4. The importance of developing a clearinghouse
in a public school system that can be set up for
handling projects and activities that are geared
towards a particular goal, namely, reducing
absenteeism should be given careful thought and
intensive planning. This effort should result in
a saving of money as well as a saving of time.
5. Training sessions need to be established and run
by persons in the fields of business, industry,
law, government, and education. These sessions
should be focused on sharing information and
developing skills in having all segments of the
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community convinced that the youth, that the
school, do have much to offer and can be, and
should be, responsive to the needs of its con-
stituents.
6. An ongoing plan should be maintained and rigidly
monitored to insure that the press and other media
are involved in an ongoing fashion with not only
this project but. with other projects that stem
from, coordinated efforts of business, industry,
government, education, and other segments of the
population
.
7. From the very outset of school program or business
program or government effort, plans should be
paralleled to establish periodic significant
moments of recognition. The form that the recog-
nition takes should be planned carefully and be
directly related to having the recipient appreciate
the significance of the recognition rather than
regard the recognition as a patronizing and
meaningless type of effort.
8. Building facilities throughout the city need to
identify those buildings or structures that can
be converted at a minimum cost and maintained at
a minimum cost for the use of cadres of volunteer
persons in all fields of work; business, education,
Government, industry, agency. The program to be
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in these buildings should be planned carefully
and sources of funding should be found that would
maintain the identity of this program with a
contribution to the learning experience of all
people. I would avoid classing these as com-
munity centers. I would be more inclined to
develop the concept as expressed in this last
chap i_er as having these S.L.E.E.P. centers—
Special Laboratories for Extension Experiential
Programs
.
These basic recommendations are outgrowths of
projects envisioned by the author. The development of
them would, just as the development of this project,
involve a number of persons. The author looks forward
to continued opportunities to work in the arena of
education or agency service to bring aoout significant
changes in the "holding power" of the schools and the
gaining power’" by the urban centers because they have
developed generations of citizens who have skills and
potential and trust, and faith and confidence that they
are having their needs met
.
APPENDIX A
FORMS
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INTRODUCTION: Student Home
Hello, I'm a member of Hampstead Hill's Phone Squad.
Could I speak to
? You are not in
school today and your teachers are concerned about your
grades and the work you are missing.
They asked me to call you to find out why you are
absent today.
Is there anything wrong that we can help out with at school?
I hope that you will come to school tomorrow and that my
phone call helped. When you come in tomorrow report to
Miss Carol Stiebe in Room 109.
INTRODUCTION: Student Not at Home
Hello, I'm a member of Hampstead Hill's Phone Squad.
Could I speak to ?
I m calling on behalf of teachers. We are concerned
because he/she is missing school and is there anything
wrong that we can help out with?
I hope that will come to school tomorrow and that
my phone call helped. When he comes in tomorrow ask him
to report to Room 109 and see Miss Carol Stiebe.
Attached are copies of revised
evaluation forms to be used
by
Douglass Ki6h School #450
for the attendance prelect.
’
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ADMIT TO CLASS AFTER ABSENCE
To:... .... ,—... . ..Date
Counselor
Name... — — . ...... ..Homeroom
Room No H.R. Teacher
.....
Receptionist
Report to Room
.... Time..-.
Approval of Counselor
SCHEDULE
Period Subject Teacher Room
123
caniszLoz
NAME CLASS DATS
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STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT
TO:
:
. ,
Counselor
DATE
:
—
STUDENT'S KA2-S H.R.
Please provide the information checked "below for the week of
__
Days absent.
Were the absences excused?
Was classwork satisfactory?
Was homework satisfactory?
Dess the student need help in any area?
If so, please specify,
Othe r
Thank you for your help.
dm
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PRESENTATIONS
2:00 -
l/ 2:30 -
3:00 -
OPERATIONAL CABINET AGENDA
February 27, 1976
2:30 PROJECT AIM
Dr. Robert Lloyd
3:00 PROJECT BUST
Mrs. Pearl Brackett/Dr. Fuchs
3:30 Freeze on Administrative, Educational and
Classified Personnel
Dr. N. Neuter t Jaffa
K
y>'
.
ll/if,If
>•
Program Liaison Office
3 East 25th Street, East Wing, Room #200
object ON-SITE VISIT TO ABSENTEE PEER TELEPHONE PROJECT AT
SCHOOL #43
Mrs. Pearl C. Brackett, Assistant Superintendent
Division of Educational Services
BALTIMORE
MEMO
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DATE:
March 19, 1976
.
Thursday March 18, 1976, Miss Oberholzer and I visited Hampstead Hilljunior High School to monitor the progress of the APT program at that school.
From our evaluation, we concluded that the APT program at that school needs:
(1) Closer supervision and involvement by the administrator of the
school who has the responsibility for implementation of the program.
We are aware of the problems encountered by an administrator of a
complex Junior High School, and the ramifications that a double
shift has on a school: yet there should not be a loosely run program
that does not utilize all the services available at the site.
For example, Project Impact and Project Ain are both involved with
attendance but neither are working in conjunction with APT in
coordinating the attendance problem.
(2) In our conversation with the Assistant Principal, Mr. Eisman
and tne Attendance Officer, Mrs. Cochran, it is apparent that there
is no follow-up program for those students who return to school.
Students do not see the Communications Representative, but returns
directly to class. ho data as to how effectively the program is
operating is available. Mrs. Cochran indicated that she takes
each Teachers Class Register home and spends 3 to 4 hours daily
capturing attendance information, which represents an unfair
and unnecessary burden on her time.
As a result of the visit, I called Mr. Russell Lyles, explained
Mrs. Cochran's problem to him and requested that he release one Aim worker
to work with the Attendance Officer in the school to pick-up the needed
data, Mr. Lyles was most cooperative and suggested that I contact Mr. Eisman
to get his approval for the release of the worker. He has agreed to this.
The evaluation of the APT Program will have to be done prior to its
close on April 30. It is imperative that all pertinent data necessary for
an effective evaluation be captured prior to that date. This is vital in
reporting to the Businessmen ana the Mayor's Office. I suggest that we need
an on-site person at School --43 for at least one week in order to get the
program shaped up by April 30, to insure that new students are fed into the
list and to insure that the needed evaluative data is gathered.
Your recommendations will be appreciated.
5HA: fem
CC: Mrs. Vashti M. Jude, Coordinator, PLO
Miss Louise Oberholzer, Field Associate, PLO
Dr. Simon Fuchs, Liaison, Business & Industry
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Report of Daily Calls By Students to Students
Total Humber
of Calls
Persons Contacted
Other than Students
Students
Contacted
No
Contact
/76 75 12 33 120
62.5% 10.0% 27.5%
/76 54 8 42 104
51.9% 7.7% 40.4%
0/76 60 6 71 137
43 . 8% 4.4% 51.8%
1/76 42 • 7 30 79
53.2% 8 . 8% 38.0%
2/76 16 3 16 35
45.7% 8.6% 45.7%
3/76 15 3 14 32
46.9% 9.4% 43.7%
7/76 28 0 18 46
60 . 9% 0 . 0% 39.1%
3/76 13 1 19 33
- 39.4% 3.0% 57 . 6%
3/76 12 5 20 37
32.4% 13.5% 54.1%
0/76 11 4 12 27
40.8% 14.8% 44.4%
3/76 13 1 18 32
40.6% 3.1% 56.3%
4/76 9v- 2 20 31
29.0% 6.5% 64 . 5%
15/76 17 4 13
34
50.0% 11.8% 38 . 2%
’ 6/76 16 5 15
36
44.4% 13.9% 41. 7%
l:gr
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truancy
Problem
feared out
of control
By DONALD KIMELMAN
Truancy from Baltimore
public schools is so common-
place that administrators and
teachers have stopped making
any concerted effort to elimi-
nate it, John L. Crew, the school
superintendent, told a commit-
tee of the City Council yester-
day.
Dr. Crew and two of his
aides told the committee that
there are no firm statistics on
truancy, that there are r;o
standard procedures for han-
dling chronic truants and that if
there were stringent, rules, they
would be unenforceable.
“The numbers of the young-
sters that are absent is too
great,” Rita Bortz, who coordi-
nates the school system's truant
officers (called home visitors),
said.
The superintendent's testi-
mony came at the first in a se-
ries of hearings by the Council's
Policy and Planning Committee
on the problem of young people
who are on the streets during
the day.
Councilwoman Barbara A.
Mikulski (D.. 1st), the commit-
tee chairman, acknowledged
yesterday that the group's goals
are somewhat vague. She said
the committee would hear from
policemen, social workers,
teachers’ representatives and
others during the next few
months, then attempt to formu-
late some kind of legislation or
set of recommendations to re-
duce the problem.
Miss Mikulski said that the
most important aspect of yes-
terday's hearing was that for
the first time in her 4'i years
on the council, school officials
and councilmen exchanged
ideas and information "in a set-
ting that was neither abrasive
nor confrontational"
The closest that the school
I system comes to statistics on
| See TRUANT, C2, Col. 4 Imp.
Truancy
said to defy
control
TRUANT, from Cl
truancy is a study done last
year that determined that
35.000 students— roughly 20 per
cent of the entire city school
population— were absent 40
days or more during the 1974-
1975 school year.
Dr. Dew said that the gen-
,
eral procedure calls for a
teacher to send a note to the
principal’s office when a stu-
dent is absent more than three
days in a row. At that point, he
said, a letter might be sent to
the parents, a worker sent to
the home or nothing done at all.
Mrs. Bortz said that with 5
.
home visitors for each 20,000
students, "they can not make a
dent.”
There are several special
programs aimed at reducing
truancy. Dr. Crew said, but they
reach only a handfui of schools
and results are uncertain.
One involves students mak-
ing telephone calls to their ab-
sent peers to encourage them to
j
come to school. Another actual-
ly pays students to bring in
chronic truants and help them
with their work.
The most ambitious is a new
program called Project AIM
that involves the hiring of 100
public service employees with
federal funds to act as home
workers in selected schools.
|
Mrs. Bortz said that while
the program is a step in the
right direction, the people eligi-
ble for the jobs because of long-
time unemployment often do]
not have the necessary skills
for a difficult kind of social
work. I
m Ait. Ji
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one sense his attitude').? rtah. uc It sac-ms to
represent a deci.-iou to concentrate the finite
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ed enough to be in school regularly Those
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[Crime
BUSTers
' fExpand
Efforts
~ By JOHN JENNINGS
.* Staff Rsporter
j
t Operation BUST, entering
j
its second year, has expand-
ed its efforts from rewarding
informants who help solve
crimes to trying to prevent
criminal activity.
• BUST — Business United
to Stop Trouble — for the
past year has been sponsor-
ing a telephone hot-line to i
•collect information on
crimes against businesses
end has handed out cash re-
wards to persons whose tips
helped capture criminals.
J Now’ the group of 340 small
•and large businesses has
•turned its attention to juven-
iles, hoping to guide them
•away from delinquency be-
fore they become the crimi-
nals of tomorrow.
' At the suggestion cf assist-
ant school superintendent
Mrs. Pearl Brackett and
with the financial assistance
of the C & P Telephone Co.
and the Baltimore Gas and
Electric Co., BUST is taking
aim at school absenteeism.
It sponsored the installa-
tion of five telephones in
classrooms at Douglass High
School and Hampstead Hill.
Junior High School. For an
.hour each day. volunteer
students call their school-
mates who are a list of
chronic absentees.
Their peers talk to them
about school problems,
trying to convince them to
stop being truant and return
to class.
r.
j
i
Officials of BUST said
they started the three-month
project on Feb. 6, hoping for
a -20 per cent decrease in
absenteeism.
The result, they said, has
far surpassed their hopes —
truancy is down 47 per cent
among those reached by
telephone.
Beginning in the next
school year, officials said,
operators of small businesses
plan to visit schools and talk
to students about how busi-
ness works.
j
They will invite young-
sters to visit their establish-
ments in small groups and
hope to provide part time
jobs for some of them.
They hope the result will
be a better understanding of
the small businessman by
juveniles and a decrease in
youthful crime aimed at
businesses.
BUST is also trying to re-
cruit more member business-
es to improve its budget and
effectiveness.
Herman Katkow, director
of the Mayor’s Advisory
.Committee on Small Busi-
ness and himself a business-
man, said BUST was formed
in the fall of 1974 and raised
its first $1,000 in . January,
1975.
It was organized by a
group of restaurant and tav-
ern owners, most of them
black, who were worried
about crimes against their
businesses. The money was
donated by 13 city business
.organizations to start a re-
ward fund for informants.
At present the group
-charges $25 a year dues to
most of its members, al-
though the figure can reach
$1,000 a year for very large
firms. In addition to fond and
drink establishments, mem-
bers include taxicab compa-
nies and truck drivers.
BUST’S major project dur-
ing its first year was setting
up a direct telephone line to
the police department,
6S5-BUST, to accept informa-
tion on crimes while keeping
the identity of the informant
confidential.
139
Each month, the police re-
port to BUST on the number
and type of calls received
and make recommendations
of informants who have pro-
vided useful tips and might
be rewarded. BUST has
$13,000 in its treasury.
Katkow said the group's
directors vote on making re-
wards but only two persons
ever know the identity of the
informant.
He pointed out that a $500
reward was paid to the caller
who tipped police that a sus-
pect in t'ne holdup-killing of a
Waverly liquor store owner
Dec. 26 was on an interstate
bus to North Carolina.
The suspect was arrested
when the bus arrived in
Lynchburg, Va.
On about the same date,
an informant who had sup-
plied information to BUSi
several times was walking
into a Northwest Baltimore
tavern when he realized that
a man in the bar had a rifle
and was holdup up the place.
' He called BUST, Katkow
said, and two detectives on a
cal! nearby .were sent to the
tavern.
The holdup man tried to
shoot his way out and was
.killed by police.
Katkow added that some-
one called BUST and report-
ed that a massage parlor in
Newcastle, Del. — located
right next door to a state po-
lice station — was a front for
a narcotics operation.
CV.. Ill A t L L
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HANGING OUT—Apparent students, one carrying
books, stroll along Mondawmin Mall, one of many shop-
ping and other areas where truants loiter, during school
jSt+K
_
Sunpaoer* Photo—Clarence B. Garretl
hours on a recent morning. Earl Hagen, principal of
nearby Douglass High, said students were probably his,
but “we don’t have the personnel Uo guard our doors."
On @ Of Biamst 'Ohooi rroDisms
fen'
Is Just Keeping Students f nsrs
Baltimore Public Schools
’Attendance Figures
Average Daily Attendance
LEVEL 1972-73* *974-75
Sample
Week ’75
Elementary 90% 89% 73%'
Junior High 79% 75%
Senior High 81% 78% 75%
SEX
Male
Female
Students Absent
At Least 40 Days
1972-73 1974-75
15,173 18,929
12,743 16,903
Students
j
Dropping Out At IS
LEVEL 1972-73 1974-75
Junior High 2.413
Senior High 3,803
2,403
4,703
*The 1972-73 school year is used as the com-
parison year because school officials say the
lengthy teacher strike during the 1973-74
year
sharply altered attendance and made compari-
sons to that year invalid. [
School absenteeism is
seen by officials a3 one cf
the largest problems facing
the Baltimore city public-
school system. These arti-
cles are the first in a three-
part series or absenteeism
and truancy in city schools.
By Stephen McKerrow
On any given school day in
Baltimore in excess of 30,000
young people enrolled in city
schools are not there.
By the end of this school
year, 35,000 or more students
will have missed 40 or more
days, almost one-quarter oi the
class year, and a large number
will have missed many more.
Only a tiny fraction of the i
many truant 1- in these groups
will be wooed back to school on
a regular basis.
When many of them ap-
proach or turn 16, the age when
attendance is no longer compul-
sory, they will not set foot in
school again, and little continu-
ing effort will be made to per-
suade them to return.
It is, in the words of one top
city school official, “a fact of
urban school life.”
20% Absent Each Day
The problem of absenteeism
and truancy is acknowledged by
officials to be among the larg-
est facing the school sysiem,
with an average of 20 per cent
of the approximately 170,030
students absent each day, but it
Empty
Desks:
Skipping
School
is one the system has no con-
certed plan to combat.
Not ail oi the 39,000 or so
students absent every day are
capriciously skipping classes.
Many are sick, and community
level school workers stress
there are reasons for not at-
tending school unique to urban
schools, related to social prob-
lems of poverty and parental
neglect.
But many, easily half, sim-
ply skip school to hang out on
street corners, playgrounds arid
shopping centers, or to lie abed
watching television for days at
a time. School seems to hold no-
thing of interest or value for
them.
Junior Highs Worst
Absenteeism is worst in jun-
ior high schools, where average i
daily attendance last, year was
j
only 75 per cent. It is not much
better in high schools, where at-
tendance was 78 per cent.
Absenteeism also has in-
creased slightly in recent years
in elementary schools, wnere
average attendance dipped be-
[Continaed, Page A 4, Col. 1]
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Is Just Keeping Students There
{Continued from Page A 1]
low 90 per cent for the first
time last year, to 39 per cent.
“'Most school systems would
like to hold at 90 per cent, but
last year we ran (systemwide)
at 83," said Dr. Robert C.
Lloyd, assistant superintendent
for pupil services and develop-
ment
Although it is still early in
the school year, indications are
that absenteeism may be nigher
this year. Ln a sample week. Oc-
tober 23 through October 29,
junior high attendance aver-
aged 73 per cent, and senior
high 75 per cent.
Catholic Schools High
Figures from area suburban
school systems show they do
much better, with average at-
tendance 90 per cent or great-
er. And a truancy problem does
not exist ai all in city Catholic
schools, with daily attendance
approaching the S3 per cent
level, officials said.
Despite its acknowledge-
ment of the scope of the prob-
lem, which crosses race and sex
lines, the school system has no
systemwide plan to attack it,
and even has difficulty accur-
ately identifying and keeping
track of absentees.
In some schools, students
may show up for home room in
the morning and te marked
present, only to leave for the
rest of the day.
“We just don’t have the per-
sonnel to guard our school
doors," said Earl Hagen, princi-
pal of Douglass High School.
Some Never Reported
In some schools, class-by-
class absences never are re-
ported to parents, and in others
they are recorded and reported
only on quarterly report cards.
Checks on absent students
never begin until three abs-
entees have been recorded, and
have changed address and be-
long in another school.
Few Ever Prosecuted
Although Maryland law re-
quires school attendance up to
age io, fewer than 1 per cent of
city truants or their parents ev-
er are prosecuted. The school
system took only 123 cases to
district or juvenile courts last
year..
Two recent task forces, one
in 1973 and one last year, made
exhaustive studies of the prob-
lem and issued detailed recom-
mendations. Eut despite in-
structions by Dr. Roland N.
Patterson, then superintendent,
to adopt them, the proposals
have been imolomented only on
a scattered basis.
The burden of dealing with
chrome absentees today still
rest3 upon a force of 40 low-,
paid “home visitors’’— the mod-
ern day truant officers—each
of whom has to deal on the av-
erage with S00 to 1,000 cases a
year.
Tough To Make Dent
Rita Bortz. who supervises,
the school system's home visi-
tors. says it is flatly imcossible
for them to mare much of a!
dent in the problem.
The problem is so acute in
the city because it is a reflec-
tion of a host ci social problems
including poverty, joblessness,
cne-parent homes or two-par-
ent homes where parents must
work and cannot keep track oi
children, and low education lev-
els among parents and peers.
ratw in fact.
“In our region, survival
comes first and education sec-
ond," said Grace Humitsch, a
Region 1 social worker to
whom many problems are re-
ferred by home visitors.
That means junior high-age
children must often stay home
to care for younger siblings
while parents work, or work for
a few dollars themselves. Many
do not go to school for lack of
shoes or other clothing.
By contrast, absenteeism in
some schools in more middle or
upper-middle class areas of the
city approaches the norm for
suburban school systems.
Home visitors and student
service workers in Region 4,
covering the more affluent
northeast area of the city, see
the absentee problem as far
less acute
Highest In Region 4
Daily attendance in that re-
gion’s secondary schools during
the sample week in October
was the highest in the city, 33
per cent, and its neighbor. Re-
gion 5, covering the northwest
area, was second at 80 p^r cent
Three of five city schools
with attendance of 90 per cent
or better in October, Polytech-
nic High, and Cninquapin and
Falstaff middle schools, are in
these regions, as are three oth-
ers within a few percentage
points of 90 per cent: Northern
and Northwestern highs and
Roland Park Junior High.
The economic factor does
riot hold true strictly, nor dees
the absentee problem seem to
have a racial pattern. One
school with 90 per cent attend-
ance was Cherry Hill Junior
High in the southern end of the
city, which serves a blue-collar,
predominantly black communi-
ty.
And, some predominantly
white schools last year, such as
Robert Poole Junior High, and
** “
- C/«luvil #erei
mates, may be ridiculed be-
cause of it, and is bored with
repetition of subjects that did
not interest him to begin with.
High absenteeism also cre-
ates huge problems within the
schools, particularly for teach-
ers.
Should a teacher dutifully
follow a lesson plan on the as-
sumption students who are ab-
sent often will try to catch up,
or should a teacher attempt to
repeat materia! when the skip-
pers show up?
That would ill serve the stu-
dents who show up regularly,
but following a steady teaching
pace quickly wiil put students
who skip so far behind, their de-
sire to skip will be that much
stronger.
“What are you supposed to
do when you have 10 kids you
see maybe twice a month?" a
former teacher said.
Meanwhile, in the communi-
ties, the glut of students skip-
ping school pose problems for
merchants and poiice.
Hang Out All Day
At Mondawmin Mall, a fa-
vorite truant gathering place, a
security guard who asked that
his name not be used, com-;
plained: “They’re in here all
day sometimes, and maybe buy
one soda. We chase them out,
but they come back.”
He said shoplifting by appar-
ent students is a problem for
the merchants.
However, police do not have’
figures on how many juveniles
arrested for various crimes are
skipping school, said Dennis
Hii’i, information officer for the
Police Department.
Dr. Lloyd said he is “not con-
vinced that even though we
have a lot (of students) out,
they're contributing to the
crime problem," but he admit-
ted his opinion is “just a
hunch.”
Ch. II Att. / B I
Law
Governs Child, Parent
State of Maryland
Compulsory School Attendance Law
Article 77 Section 92 "
.
^0 MUST ATTEND.
-Everv child between siv and
sixteen years of age residing in the state shall attend some
public school regularly during the entire period of each
school year, umess it can be shown that the child is else-
where receiving regular, thorough instruction during said
period in the studies usually taught in said public schools to
children of the same age;. ..... The provisions of this sec-
tion shall apply to any child who has a mental, emotional or
physical handicap and who under the by-i3ws, rules and reg-
ulations of the State Board cf Education is educafcle and
qualified for special instructions as orovided for in this arti-
cle;
Every person having under his control a child between six
and sateen years of age shall cause such child to attend
school or receive instruction as required by this section
_
(b) PENALTY. Any person violating any provisions of
this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and be
fined not exceeding fifty dollars ($50.00) for each offense.
(c) INDUCING ABSENCE. Any person who induces or at-
tempts to induce a child to absent himself unlawfully from
school or employs or harbors while school is in session any
child absent unlawfully from school shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and be fined not more than fifty dollars
j^aO.OO). 1
Gh. IT Att.
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By Stephen McKerrcw
Seemingly innocent skipping
of school because of academic
problems can have consequ-
ences for students far graver
than bad grades alone, says
Charles Y/ilson, who heads the
school system’s job placement
division.
To Mr. Wilson and apparent-
ly to many potential employers,
good attendance is a measure
of reliability, and thus is a mar-
ketable commodity.
"Regardless of academic
i standing, or grade point aver-
age, if he 'any student) does at
least attend school, we can rea-
sonably assure (a potential em-
ployer) he can be on the job,"
Mr. Wilson said.
This applies particularly to
the more menial jobs where an
employer is not so much inter-
ested in training as in reliabili-
ty, he said.
Attendance Record
But if an employer looks at a
student’s attendance record and
finds he has been absent on the
average of one out of every five
days, “the employer has to as-
sume his worker might not
show up all the time,” Mr. Wil-
son said.
So the placement officer
urges students to stick it out,
even if their grades are poor
and their interest is low.
The same point was stressed
repeatedly by employers par-
ticipating in a 2-day comeren'’e
with school system officials two
weeks ago.
One employer said the aver-
age number of days his workers
m,ss annually has increased by
50 per cent, from 7 to 12, in re-
cent years, and he attributed
the rise to growing absentee
rates in the schools.
Educators Warned
Henry F. Snyder, Jr., gener-
al manager of the Baltimore
I
works of the Western Electric
Company, warned educators i
until they successfully deal
with truancy, students, even
graduates, will leave school
with dim prospects for success.
And Edna P. Murray, super-
visor of employment for the
Chesapeake and Potomac Tele-
phone Company, said a high
school diploma is not a3 impor-
tant to her firm as indications
of reliability, such as good at-
tendance.
ch, ii Att. fv
New BCPS Theme: Education Is Everybody’s Business
I
Mayor Proclaims May 22-28
Early Childhood Education Wk.
Mayor William Donald Schaefer has
proclaimed May 22 through May 28 as
Early Childhood Education Week in
Baltimore.
The establishment of Early Childhood
Education Week is intended to make
parents and community leaders aware of
the importance of early childhood edu-
cation.
As part of Early Childhood Education
Week, all Title I schools will be open to
visitors. Parents, community leaders, as
well as staff persons from the Baltimore
City Public Schools are invited to the
schools during the week. Visitors will
observe the newest of innovative tech-
niques being used in early childhood edu-
cation classrooms. Through exhibits and
discussions with staff, visitors also will be-
t
come acquainted with the equipment
which has been purchased with Title I
funds.
Secondary Contest
A “Jingle and Tongue Twister
Contest” is being conducted among
secondary students in order to
develop ideas for possible use in
radio and television “spots,” high-
lighting the problems of absen-
teeism and stressing the importance
of attending school regularly.
The contest is being co-sponsored
by Project Open, the business group
“Businesses United to Stop Trou-
ble” (BUST), the Association of
Student Councils of Baltimore City
(ASCBC) and the Department of
Education’s Office of English and
Office of Student Relations. Entries
must be submitted by May 28.
Guidelines and details of the con-
test were published May 5 in a
memo to secondary principals,
English department heads, and stu-
dent council presidents.
Education is everybody’s business!”
That is Baltimore City Public School’s
new theme, highlighted by Mayor
Schaefer at a recent press conference
lauding the anti-absenteeism project Ab-
sentee Peer Telethon, (APT) The Project
is funded by Businesses United to Stop
Trouble (BUST) with key donations from
the telephone, and gas & electric com-
panies. Shown (L. to R.) are: Frank Just,
C & P Telephone; Norman Bowmaker,
Baltimore Gas & Electric;Mayor Schaefer;
Superintendent John L. Crew; Chairman
Herman Katkow, BUST; and Assistant
Superintendent Pearl Brackett.
Successes
Samuel Banks, Coordinator of Social
Studies, was recently elected to the
Executive Council of the Association for
the Study of Afro-American Life and
History, Inc.
Maxine Wood of the Division of Edu-
cational Services has been initiated into
the Phi Delta Kappa Society.
Pearl C. Brackett, Assistant Super-
intendent of the Division of Educational
Services and a former elementary school
principal, recently addressed a special
session of the National Association of
Elementary School Principals Convention
held at Convention Hall in Altantic City,
New Jersey.
Sarah Levin, teacher of biology at West-
ern High School, is the 1976 recipient of
“An Outstanding Biology Teacher
Award.” Mrs. Levin was selected by the
Maryland State Selection Committee on
behalf of the National Association of
Biology Teachers.
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Clifton Park’s Lee Price And Walbrook’s
Perry Brooks Recognized For Their Achievements
Region 7 Social Studies
Project And Open House Slated
“Implementing the Social Studies by
Utilizing the Inquiry Approach” is the
title of the Social Studies Project and
Open House which is to be held at the
George G. Kelson Elementary School 1 57
where Joseph Press is principal.
The activity, which is scheduled for
May 26 from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., will
be initiated by greetings from Dr. John
Crew, remarks by Dr. Rebecca Carroll
and a rendition by the school choir.
Vondalee H. Clark, Region 7 Regional
Superintendent will close the general ses-
sion with a statement on the regional
focus of the activity.
Demonstrations Scheduled
Demonstrations of the “Inter-
disciplinary Approach” will be conducted
from 10:30 to 1 1 :30 a.m. Regina Pendall
will demonstrate in English, Anna
Datcher in Science, Harry Gross in Mathe-
matics, and Martha Bell in Reading.
Bessie Robinson will demonstrate the
“Inquiry Approach in Social Studies” at
1 :00 p.m.
Region 7’s Instruction and Staff Devel-
opment Team, headed by Educational
Specialist Ruth Brown, is sponsoring this
activity. The demonstration lessons are
coordinated by Sylvia Parker.
Certificates Awarded
Another feature of the Open House
Project will be the presentation of certif-
icates to over 500 teachers who have been
trained in the “Inquiry Approach” by
Ruth Brown and Dr. Samuel Banks, Co-
ordinator of Social Studies.
Primary Focus
A “Focus on the Primary Level” will be
presented on May 28 at the Rosemont
Elementary School 63 where Dorothy
Bennett is principal. Cynthia Day, first
grade teacher there, will demonstrate the
Two students, Lee Price and Perry
Brooks, “have done themselves and the
Baltimore City Public Schools proud” by
their outstanding achievements.
Ixe Price, a ninth grader at Clifton Park
Community Junior High School was a
recent winner of a Bicentennial contest in
creative writing.
Subject Researched
Mr. Price wrote an original play entitled
“The Hero of Great Bridge.” The play,
judged for its originality, creativity,
clarity of expression and historical
accuracy, is about William Flora—a black
Revolutionary War hero—at the Battle of
Great Bridge, Virginia. The play’s subject
matter was researched by Price and writ-
ten with minimal guidance only as to
form by his advisor.
Sponsored by the National Association
of Secondary School Principals and the
Bicentennial Committee for Educational
Projects, the contest was open to students
from the thirteen original states and
Washington, D.C.
As Maryland contest winner, Price will
participate in the Philadelphia convention
May 26 to 28.
An Average Student
Perry Brooks is a senior at Walbrook
Senior High School whom his principal
Anne Emery describes as “average in
ability.” He did little to distinguish him-
self until he encountered the Plato learn-
ing computers, given to the school by
Control Data as part of a pilot project.
The Plato computer material includes
“Inquiry Approach in Social Studies at
the Primary Level” from 1:00 to 2:30
p.m.
“Hopefully, the idea will carry over
from region to region,” said Ruth Brown.
some forty games which encompass lan-
guage, mathematics, science, history and
geography, as well as such standards as
chess and checkers.
New York Press Conference
So remarkably has Mr. Brooks mastered
virtually every phase of the material and
with such speed that Control Data recent-
ly took him to New York for a press
conference. There he was interviewed by
the National Observer newspaper.
In the near future he will visit Lincoln
University for a possible scholarship in
engineering, as well as Dallas, Texas for
additional college exposure.
Robert Ervine, Director of Public Re-
lations for Control Data, recalls Brooks’s
experience in New York, “Initially, he
observed, and later he did a demon-
stration of a stocks and bonds game
which amazed people who were
watching.”
A Turning Point
The game, essentially geared toward in-
vestment, allows the participant to work
with sums of money during a period of
actual stock history. “Perry is one of the
all-time high scorers,” reports his teacher
Mr. Wise. Brooks, who works in his spare
time doing income tax forms for H and R
Block, declares that the computer was
without a doubt a turning point in his
education.
A Job Well Done
Congratulations to Helena Wright
and Porter Phillips of the Office of
Communications, the Regional Stu-
dent and Community Affairs Teams,
and more than two hundred parents
who served as hosts and hostesses
at the Civic Center on the evening
of the Bicentennial Gala Festival-
Pageant of the Arts.
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Liberian Artifacts Installed-Final Phase
Of Sister-City Project Implemented At Dunbar
Early Childhood Education Wk.
continued from page 1
A reception is planned for school and
city officials and community leaders
where a presentation will be made about
the area’s program.
In signing the Early Childhood Edu-
cation Proclamation, Mayor Schaefer
proclaimed that, “the early years are
most critical to the intellectual, social,
and emotional development of children.”
An Invitation
The Industrial Arts Department
Houston-Woods Junior-Senior High School
1601 N. Calhoun Street
cordially invites you to attend
“Industrial Arts Day”
May 28, 1976 - 9:00 a.m. to 2:45 p.m.
Wanted . . .
Volunteers are being sought by the
Department of Social Services to
assist with its services to the elderly,
to children, and to families.
Interested persons may contact:
Justine Turner, 234-2687
Successes
continued from page 1
Edward L. Goldsmith, Coordinator of
the Project Development Office, recently
served as chairman of the Evaluation
Team of the Middle States Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools at
Columbia High School in East Greenbush,
New York.
Thelma Cox, Regional Superintendent
of Region II was recently elected chair-
person of the Continuing Conference of
Minority Members of Governing Boards
of Higher Education (CCMM).
Larry Burgan, Chief of Security, re-
ceived national recognition recently when
his article entitled, “Security/Safety
Officers in the Baltimore School Sys-
tem,” was published in the Security
World, a magazine of professional secu-
rity administration and practice.
Liberian Artifacts were installed
recently in the Media Center of the Dun-
bar Community High School.
In a special installation ceremony which
constituted the implementation of the
final phase of the Sister-City Project,
Dr. Beryl Williams, Vice-President of the
Board of School Commissioners, pre-
sented the artifacts to Superintendent
John Crew.
Cultural Exchange
The Sister-City Project began in
September, 1973. At that time, the City
of Baltimore established a sister-city re-
lationship with the city of Gbarnga in
Bong County, Liberia. Shortly thereafter,
a cultural exchange was initiated between
Baltimore and Liberia, in which the De-
partment of Education played a
prominent part.
In addition to the “Exhibition of
Liberian Artifacts, the Sister-City Project
consists of four other components—the
Pen Pal Project, the Curriculum Resource
Book, Liberian Awareness Week and the
Teacher-Ambassador Program.
The installation of Liberian Artifacts
was made possible by the people of
Gbarnga who sent over 100 items to the
Baltimore City Public Schools. Among
the collection are hand-made articles used
in everyday life in Liberia, as well as
books, photographs, pamphlets, maga-
zines, tapes, and filmstrips. Contributions
came from school children, private
citizens, government officials and village
chiefs. The exhibit, in part, has been dis-
played in various locations throughout
the city.
The artifacts are now permanently in-
stalled in the Media Center of the Dunbar
Community High School - 1400 Orleans
Street.
Viewing Arrangements
Arrangements for viewing the artifacts
should be made with Kenneth Burwell,
Media Specialist; Dunbar Community
High School; 396-9620 or 396-9622.
Visiting groups should not exceed thirty
persons of which no more than fifteen
can view the exhibit at one time.
The Office of Cultural Enrichment
under the direction of Margaret
Armstrong is the coordinating agency for
the Sister-City Project.
Paul Mhulbah Richards, the Liberian Teacher Ambassador, makes a point about
Liberian Artifacts to Superintendent John L. Crew following the installation ceremony
at the Media Center of the Dunbar Community High School.
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Baltimore Hosted Thirtieth Annual Maryland Association
Of Student Councils At Western High School
For the first time in nineteen years, the
Maryland Association of Student Coun-
cils (MASC) held its statewide student
leaders convention recently in Baltimore.
Prior to the start of the Convention, the
Western Convention staff held a press
conference to announce this “first for
Baltimore” venture and to present the
convention plans. At that time, Dr. John
Crew, in his first public statement follow-
ing his appointment to the Superin-
tendency, praised the staff for its con-
vention preparations.
Theme: "Self-Improvement"
With the theme “Self-Improvement” as
its guide, convention delegates approved a
number of resolutions and constitutional
amendments. Among them were a reso-
lution to create an intra-state student
leader exchange program through MASC,
and legislation to establish guidelines for
encouraging handicapped students to
attend future MASC conventions.
Other legislation dealt with student
school board members; junior and middle
school participation in MASC; student in-
put on course materials, personnel
decisions, teacher evaluations, and grad-
uation requirements.
In addition, an MASC liaison position
with the Governor’s Youth Advisory
Council was established. Legislation was
also passed to strengthen the MASC
lobbying effort at the Maryland State
Legislature and the U.S. Congress. Also, a
major position paper favoring proficiency
testing on a statewide basis was pre-
sented.
"Super" Seminar Program
A “super” seminar program was sched-
uled for the Friday Session. Topical issues
included the “Year-Round School,” “Pro-
ficiency Testing,” “Astrology” and
“Transcendental Meditation.” A number
of “How To . . .” seminars were also
held, such as “How To Write a News-
letter,” “How To Give a Successful
Dance,” and “How To Organize a Youth
Group.”
Featured speakers included former
ASCBC President, Joseph Bradley-the
current freshman class president at Mor-
gan State University; Pamela McAdory,
BCPS Student Commissioner; Joe
Maddox, BCPS Assistant Security Chief;
Mary Harris, BCPS Title IX Liaison; and
Sam Zervitz, Information Specialist in the
BCPS Center for Public Relations.
Other outstanding features of the
MASC Convention included General
Assembly presentations by Dr. John
Crew, the Mayor’s Office, and Congress-
man Paul Sarbanes.
Write-In Campaign Waged
Perhaps the highlight of the convention
was the scheduled elections of MASC
officers for the next school year. The
most surprising outcome was the success-
ful write-in campaign waged for Casandra
(Sonny) Walker, a Baltimore City student
at the Institute of Notre Dame who
served as the 1975-76 ASCBC Third Vice
President. Sonny’s reputation had spread
as a good organizer (to wit, the seminar
program) and a good will ambassador
between public and nonpublic schools.
She is the first black student to serve as
MASC President. Her mother, Mrs. Ella
Walker, serves as an SLD Senior Teacher
in Region 8 of the Baltimore City Public
Schools.
End Brings Relief
On Saturday afternoon, when all the
delegates had gone, Mickey Wilson and
her convention staff at Western High
School, sighed with relief and pride at the
job they had done in hosting a hustling,
bustling, successful convention.
Convention plans were coordinated in
conjunction with the Office of Student
Relations under the directorship of Mal-
colm Dutterer. Mr. Dutterer indicated
that “Bill Girardi, principal of Poly,
Angelo Fortunato, principal of Western
and Douglas Norwood, Student Council
Advisor at Western and on-site con-
vention advisor, exemplified the epitome
of administrative and staff cooperation.”
UlLUm HUSL
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Dr. John Crew, Superintendent of Public Instruction, speaks at the press conference
preceding the opening of the thirtieth annual Maryland Association of Student Coun-
cils (MASC). Accompanying him from left to right are Malcolm Dutterer, Director of
the Office of Student Relations; Mickey Wilson, MASC Convention Chairperson anc
|
Western High School Student Council President; Barry Weiskoff ASCBC and MASC
Parliamentarian; and Chuckie Frazier, ASCBC President and Poly senior.
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Maryland General Assembly Passes Legislation
SJR 35 School Health Services. (Signed
by the Governor on April 1 3) To request
that the State Board of Education study
and report on the provision of emergency
first-aid services to all public school stu-
dents.
SJR 36 Elementary Education Counsel-
ing Services. (Signed by the Governor on
April 13) To request that the State Board
of Education study and report on the
provision of professional counseling
services in the public elementary schools
of Maryland.
HB 791 Public Education - Food Service
Programs. (To amend Section 126 of
Article 77) To mandate a reduced price
meal program in all the public school
systems in Maryland; and to provide a
means of distributing State Food Service
Funds to the 24 subdivisions.
HB 1433 Education - Minimum Reading
Levels. (To add Section 98D to Article
77) to require the State Board of Edu-
cation to prescribe progressively advanced
minimum reading levels for Grades two
through twelve; and to provide that a
pupil may not enter grades three through
eight until it has been determined that he
has met the minimum level for the pre-
vious grade, with certain exemptions.
HB 1742 Special Education - Funding of
Private Placement and Corporate Income
Tax - Interest and Dividends. To provide
for the funding of the State share of the
cost of handicapped children in non-
public programs; to include in the income
of corporations subject to State income
tax nonbusiness interest and dividend in-
come to the same extent included under
the Federal income tax; to provide for an
appropriation for the 1976-77 fiscal year
of the funds necessary for the State share
of the cost of handicapped children in
nonpublic programs; to make this Act
contingent upon the passage of a certain
bill; and to relate generally to the funding
of the State share of the cost of handi-
capped children in nonpublic programs
through inclusion as a taxable income of
corporations certain nonbusiness interest
and dividend income.
HJR 34 Disruptive Students In Schools.
(Signed by the Governor on April 1) To
request the 1976 Legislative Council to
study for possible legislative action the
report of the Task Force on Educational
Programs for Disruptive Youth.
HJR 147 Inter-Agency Cooperation -
Handicapped Children. To request those
State agencies that provide services for
handicapped children to form a council
for cooperation in matters of identifying,
defining, evaluating, and providing
services for handicapped children.
City Improvement
Awards Will Vary
continued from page 6
result in significant improvements in the
quality or methods of providing necessary
or desired services to City residents
and/or employees. Cash awards for Im-
provement Suggestions of this magnitude
and importance may generally range from
$250 to $500.
Awards in excess of $500 may be made at
the option of the Incentive Awards Board
for suggestions of unusual value to the
City.
Implementation. The Improvement Sug-
gestion System shall be implemented by
the Conservation Program Office to the
point of making recommendations for
cash awards to the Incentive Awards
Board through the Office of the Comp-
troller. The Conservation Program Office
has designed and developed the form and
procedures to be used for the submission
of Improvement Suggestions (copy of
each is attached). The organizational
structure of the Conservation Program
Office shall be used for the receipt,
recording and evaluation of all sug-
gestions submitted. Each suggestion shall
be promptly acknowledged and the sug-
gestor advised of the disposition of the
suggestion by the Conservation Program
Office. Only those Improvement Sug-
gestions that have been adopted and im-
plemented will be submitted to the
Incentive Awards Board for final review
and determination of appropriate award
amount. Certificates will be issued to
eligible suggestors by the Conservation
Program Office. Cash awards will be made
by the Incentive Awards Board.
Funding. No funds will be required for
Improvement Suggestion Awards. Cash
awards will primarily be made for those
Improvement Suggestions that have been
adopted which result in actual dollar sav-
ings. These awards should be funded out
of the budget of the agency that will gain
the benefits of the savings. Awards made
for adopted Improvement Suggestions
that have significant intangible benefits
should be made out of the funds available
within the affected agency.
National Stock Exchange Poster Contest first prize winner Aleta Thornton, a
Walbrook Senior High Student, was honored recently in the Office ofMayor William
Donald Schaefer for her achievement. From left to right are Anne Emery, Walbrook
principal, Reva Lewie, Walbrook art department head, Aleta, and Councilman
Joseph Curran (substituting for Mayor Schaefer).
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City Improvement Suggestion System Will Vary Awards
The following is the second part of a
two-part summary of a Conservation
Memorandum/Waste Watcher from the
Office of S. D. Zemansky, Director of the
City 's Conservation Program.
The first part of the summary appeared
in the Staff Newsletter of May 7, 1976.
Duplicate and Rejected Suggestions.
Duplicate suggestions cannot be given
consideration for cash awards. The Im-
provement Suggestion Form must bb
dated. If duplicate suggestions are dated
on the same day, the first one received
and opened shall be considered the
original and shall be the only one eligible
for award. With the sole exception of
group suggestions as indicated in Staff
Newsletter of May 7, 1976, duplicate
awards shall not be made.
An eligible suggestion that has been re-
jected will be retained in a suspense file
for one year after the date of rejection. If
a change in conditions during that year
should make adoption and imple-
mentation of the suggestion possible, the
suggestor shall be eligible for an award, if
appropriate, for the suggestion. After one
year has elapsed from the date the sug-
gestor was notified of the disposition of
his suggestion, the suggestor loses all
claim to any possible award for that sug-
gestion unless the suggestion is resub-
mitted, in which case the Improvement
Suggestion Form should be appropriately
marked by the suggestor as a resubmittal
and the suggestor will establish propri-
etary rights for any possible award for
another year.
Determination of Award. In order to be
eligible for a cash award, a suggestion
with tangible benefits must result in at
least $250 in projected savings during the
first year. Awards for adopted suggestions
with tangible monetary benefits will at
the option of the Incentive Awards Board
be based on a percentage of the projected
first year’s savings of $250 or more. The
amount of savings will be calculated on
the basis
.
of estimated net monetary
benefits, after implementation costs have
been subtracted, for the first full year of
operation following adoption or imple-
merltation of the particular suggestion.
An exception may be made in cases
where an improvement with a high imple-
mentation cost will yield measurable sav-
ings beyond the first year, then the award
may be based on the average of the
estimated net average annual savings over
a period of the first three years. In special
cases where the benefits cannot be cal-
culated with any degree of accuracy prior
to full implementation a token cash
award may be made and the deter-
mination of the total award amount
deferred until the adopted suggestion has
been in operation for a period of not less
than six months.
For the purposes of determining the
amount of cash award for adopted sug-
gestions with measurable tangible
benefits, computations shall be made on
the basis of actual or estimated savings in
the form of: (a) actual dollar savings in
terms of labor hours or personnel require-
ments; (b) increased productivity at the
same costs; or (c) savings in specified
materials or other resources. Prior to the
making of any cash award for suggestions
adopted with measurable tangible
benefits, the estimated dollar savings shall
be validated by the Department of
Audits.
The amount of any cash award made for
adopted suggestions having significant in-
tangible benefits shall be established by
the Incentive Awards Board subject to
the approval of the Board of Estimates.
The area of achievable improvement, i.e.,
safety, elimination of health hazards,
work conditions, etc., covered by the sug-
gestion, extent of application, cost of
implementation and the extent to which
the proposed solution can be utilized to
eliminate the stated problem shall be used
as the criteria to evaluate suggestions with
intangible benefits.
Suggestions may include both tangible
and intangible benefits to the City. In
such instances, the award will be a com-
bination of the awards normally made for
each classification after each deter-
mination of award amount has been made
on an independent basis.
All employees who have a suggestion
adopted either individually or in collab-
oration with others will receive an 1m-'
provement Suggestion Award Certificate
with a letter of commendation that will
become a permanent part of their per-
sonnel record. An Improvement Sug-
gestion Award Certificate and letter of
commendation will be given for all
suggestions adopted even though no
cash award was made.
Award Schedule. When the adoption and
implementation of an Improvement Sug-
gestion which has tangible benefits results
in measurable net monetary savings of
$250 or more for the first full year of
operation, the amount of the award shall
not exceed ten percent of the amount
saved. The amount of the cash award
shall be established by the Incentive
Awards Board.
When an Improvement Suggestion which
has intangible benefits is adopted and im-
plemented, the amount of any cash
award, in addition to other criteria, will
be determined by the significance and ex-
tent of the applicability of the suggestion r
to other City agencies.
An Improvement Suggestion with limited
applications affects functions or per-
sonnel of one office, facility or single
organizational element; therefore, awards
for such suggestions should normally be
limited to a range of $25 to $50.
An Improvement Suggestion with ex-
tended applications affects functions, per-
sonnel or the quality of services per-
formed in several offices, facilities or a
larger organizational unit; therefore,
awards for such suggestions may be ex-
tended to a range of $50 to $100.
Improvement Suggestions with broad
applications affect functions, personnel
or the quantity and quality of services
performed in several offices or facilities
or the total activities of a single City
agency, department or bureau; therefore,
awards for such suggestions may be
broadened to a range of $100 to $250.
Improvement Suggestions with general
applications affect the activities of most
City agencies, departments and bureaus f
and the adoption of such suggestions will
continued on page 5
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